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ABSTRACT

This study is concerned with the demographic consequences of

rural development programs. Its objective is to assess the impact of a

set of such programs on out-migration from two rural communities in the

Altos de Jalisco area of Mexico. This objective is achieved by

investigating three questions relevant to a basic framework of rural

development planning, evaluation, and administration:

--Given a particular history of public sector development

strategies aimed at rural communities, what have been the

personal benefits actually received by their residents?

--Assuming one of the aims of such development efforts to be

the reduction of out-migration from the rural sector, what

have been the effects of these strategies and received

benefits on rural residents' propensity to migrate?

--Given publicly created incentives and benefits currently aimed

at rural residents, what incentives do these residents perceive
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to be necessary to prevent out-migration, and what are their

implications for development planning?

By means of survey research focused on the small rural community

--the point-of-origin in the migration process, and the target of most

rural development policies--this study presents findings pertinent to

these questions, and sets them in the context of previous research and

planning efforts in the field.

The study concludes that public sector policy-makers and planners

have failed to adequately analyze the needs, the resources, and the

demographic consequences of development strategies in the area. This

conclusion is reached through an examination of the dynamic interdepen-

dence of historic, political, and economic factors operating locally for

more than a century, and which have led to serious setbacks in policy imple-

mentation and in both private and public perceptions of development

results. The study also argues that governmental interventions affecting

the research communities have lacked any consideration of demographic

forces in their planning and implementation, and have thus contributed

to a high propensity to migrate from the area.

The study proposes a reorientation of policy analysis and plan-

ning geared to more sensitive assessments of both human and material

resources at the target site.

Thesis Supervisors: Ralph Gakenheimer
Associate Professor
Department of Urban Studies and Planning

Wayne A. Cornelius
Associate Professor
Department of Political Science
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Chapter I

THE DYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF A RURAL REGION

Nearly five driving hours northwest of Mexico City, and three

northeast of Guadalajara, rises the rugged plateau region of the

northeastern corner of the state of Jalisco called Los Altos. It

measures 18,539 square kilometers, covering slightly over 23 percent of

the state's land surface area, and encompasses 26 municipios (politico-

administrative entities similar to counties or townships in the United

States). Its altitude ranges from agricultural valleys at 1500 meters

above sea level to mountains and mesas rising at 2100, and peaking at

2700 meters above sea level. These topographic features allow the

region only 25 percent of tillable land surface, most of it located in

its western and southwestern reaches. The climate is predominantly

dry and temperate during fall, winter, and spring, with a scant yearly

rainfall averaging between 400 and 750 milimeters during the summer

season beginning in June and ending in September (Secretaria de la

Presidencia, 1974). In spite of its poor, arid soil, eroded by at

least four centuries of primitive cultivation, the region's economy is
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predominantly agricultural, based on the dry farming of corn, beans,

and some chile peppers, and on dairy farming.

Demographically, although the region shares the national high

rate of natural population growth of about 3.5 percent, it registered

only a 0.8 percent total population growth rate for the period 1960-70

(Cornelius, 1976a). The reasons for this lie in the dynamics of

population growth and migration patterns, especially out-migration.

With this background we turn to the two research communities which are

the subject of this study: Union de San Antonio, and Tlacuitapa.

These two communities were selected for study because of their very

high rates of population increase, their high rates of migration, their

limited socio-economic opportunity structures, their varied mix of rural

development benefits received over the years, and because of their

politico-administrative relationship--criteria which will be developed

below. These characteristics make them relevant examples of the type

of small rural communities for which most development policies are

allegedly designed.

Population Change

Population "loss" rather than "growth" emerges as the trend

defined by the demographic statistics. Table 1 presents census counts

of total population for the two research communities from 1900 through

January 1976. (Note, however, that researchers and Mexican demographers

question the validity of the 1960 official census; see Cornelius, 1976a).

These communities,like most of the region, experienced

considerable demographic change between 1910 and the mid-1930s when
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TABLE 1. Total Population of Research Communities, 1900-1976.

Community

Tlacuitapa

Union de San Antonio

Date Census was taken: 28 Oct no date 30 Nov 15 May 6 Mar 6 June 8 June 28 Jan Jan

---Community did not exist
...Missing data
( )Estimate

SOURCE: Official census reports (1900-1970) and author's population census (January 1976), as reported
in Cornelius 1976a-.

1900 1910 1921

I-J

1622

997

1930

689

19191424

1940

1052

21671653

1950

1467

1997

1960

1770

2388

1970

1579

2864

1976

1540

2942



the Mexican Revolution and the "Cristero" rebellion took their toll

not only in lives of those fighting but in the overall demographic

distribution of towns and villages. During the revolt, the government

found it necessary to "reconcentrate" the region's population in larger,

more easily patrolled towns and cities, thus depriving its opposition

of a base of support. Although some out-migration can be traced to

the late nineteenth century, it was this period which triggered large-

scale emigration, not only to other parts of Mexico, but also to the

United States. In Union de San Antonio (the cabecera, or seat of the

municipio of the same name), the population fell to thirty-eight at one

point during the Revolution, and later, during the Cristero period, was

again reduced to 1,000, according to a local historian (Moreno, 1975).

In Tlacuitapa migration patterns were historically similar, with

emigration increasing during the violent years of the late 1920s,

followed by return-migration in 1930 due to the effects of the

Depression, and reversed again in the mid-1940s when the Mexican and

United States governments initiated the legal migrant worker Bracero

Program (Rodriguez, 1976).

Looking at the communities' population growth for the 1950-1970

period, compared to.national, state, and county (municipio) records,

the argument that population loss, or very slow growth is attributable

to heavy out-migration gains credibility. As can be seen in Table 2,

the growth rate for these communities and the municipio is well below

the state and national average for the period.

How have fertility and mortality trends affected this population

change? One result of Mexico's rapid economic development since the
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Table 2. Growth in Total Population for Mexico, Jalisco State, Research Communities and

Municipalities to Which They Belong, 1950 and 1970.

Population

1950 19
Annual rate

70 of growth

Difference
between
local and

national rate

Difference
between

local and
municipal rate

25,791,017

1,746,777

48,335,238

3,296,586

Municipality Community

Union de San Antonio

Tlacuitapa

Union de San Antonio

SOURCE: Official census records as reported in Cornelius, 1976a.

Mexico

Jalisco

H

3.3%

3.3%

11,038

1,467

1,997

14,343

1,579

2,864

1.4%

0.4%

1.9%

-1.9

-2.9

-1.4

-1.0

+0.5



1940s has been a sharp decline in mortality rates, both adult and infant.

This has represented a mixed blessing for the nation, since such declines

have not been complemented by similar ones in fertility rates. This

trend has caused a high rate of natural population increase (see Table

3). The conditions basic to this high rate of natural increase can

also be found in comparing statistics across other time periods. For

example, the birth rate for the state of Jalisco in 1956 was 46.4

percent. In 1967 it decreased to 44.1 percent. The death rate in 1956

stood at 11.6 percent, but dropped sharply to 8.9 in 1967. The infant

mortality rate took an equally substantial plunge, from 81.5 percent to

68.5 percent, respectively, during the period (Demyk, 1972).

This demographic growth trend, coupled with Mexico's pyramidal

age structure, with its broad base of individuals under fifteen years

of age (46 percent of the total population), implies greatly increased

population pressures on a region already densely populated and

inadequately supporting its inhabitants.

Migration Patterns

The apparent contradiction between high rates of natural

population increase.and the low rate of total population growth just

reported for the region and both communities underlines the importance

of out-migration as a factor in their demographic development.

Analysis of data from a 1976 population census in Union de San

Antonio and Tlacuitapa reveals respective losses of total population

during the single year period of 1975-1976 of 3.8 and 4.3 percent due

to out-migration (Cornelius, 1976a). The effect of such emigration on
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Table 3. Estimated Crude Rates by Calendar Year for
and Research Communities, 1940-1975.

Mexico**
Jalisco**

Community

Tlacuitapa
Union de San Antonio

Mexico**
Jalisco**

Community

Tlacuitapa
Union de San Antonio

Mexico, Jalisco,

Crude Birth Rate
1940 1950 1960 1970 1975

44.3 45.5 43.0 43.2 (43)
44.8 47.5 45.4 45.6 (45)

53.4 44.1 42.3 49.9 44.4
36.8* 46.0 43.2 47.7 47.7

Crude Death Rate
1940 1950 1960 1970 1975

23.2 16.2 11.4 8.9 ( 9)
23.5 16.4 11.8 10.1 (10)

20.0 12.5 7.1* 7.3 5.7
18.1 17.9 10.6 9.7 8.2

Rate of Natural Increase
1940 1950 1960 1970 1975

Mexico** 21.1 29.3 31.6
Jalisco** 21.3 31.1 34.2

Community

Tlacuitapa 33.4 31.6 35.2*
Union de San Antonio 18.7* 28.1 32.6

*Least credible.
**1975 figures are estimated ( ).
SOURCE: Birth and death certificates examined

reported in Cornelius, 1976a.
Crude Birth Rate = total calendar year birth x

mid-year population

Crude Death Rate = total calendar year deaths x
mid-year population

Rate of Natural Increase = CRB - CDR

Annual % Increase = rate of natural increase/10

34.3
35.5

42.6
38.0

(34)
(35)

38.7
39.4

Ln local registries as

1000

1000
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the growth rate of these communities during the 1970-1975 period can be

appreciated in Table 4.

Supplemented with census data covering the same period for seven

other communities in the region, analysis has signaled other impacts

resulting from such out-migration. The findings, in terms of effects

on age and sex distributions, and relevant to the nature of migratory

agenda and destination, have been summarized thus:

Our census respondents in January, 1976, were asked to provide
information on the age, sex, birthplace, and destination of all
former members of their household who had been living at home
in January, 1975 but no longer lived there at the time of the
January, 1976 census. . . . Two-thirds of those migrating from
the research communities during the one-year period asked about
in our census were in the prime reproductive age group (15-29
years). More than 60 percent were male, although many of these
males are likely to return to their home community after a
relatively short period of employment elsewhere. This can be
inferred from the breakdown of migrants according to destination.
A much higher proportion of male migration is to destinations
within the United States, and our unstructured interviews in the
research communities clearly indicate that most migration to the
U.S. is of temporary nature. By contrast, temporary wage-labor
migration by females--either to Mexican destinations or destina-
tions within the U.S.--is relatively rare. Our interviews
indicate that the majority of females migrating from the
research communities leave to take up permanent residence else-
where, mainly in localities within Mexico.

(The women represented in these statistics, however, "migrate"
because they accompany their husbands or parents, and not usually
because of independent decision to settle outside their communities.
If any women do opt for such migration out of choice they are
usually older widows seeking the support of more urbanized and
economically better-off children, or abandoned wives in search of
lost husbands, or exceptionally independent single women who
venture to live in other communities or big cities, staying with
relatives already migrated.)

For individual household members leaving the research communities:

the destinations are overwhelmingly urban, and large cities
predominate, especially Guadalajara, Mexico City, Leon, and Los
Angeles, California, and Chicago, Illinois. More than 41 percent
of the individual migrants leaving the research communities
during this time period went to the United States. In fact, the
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Table 4.

Migrants Leaving Research Communities Between
January, 1975 and January 1976, as Proportion
of Total Estimated Population in January, 1975.

Rate of Total Population Growth, by Community,
1950-1975.

Community %

Annual rate
of growth
1950-1970

Annual rate
of growth
1970-1975

Tlacuitapa

Union de San Antonio

SOURCE: Cornelius, 1976a.

4.28

3.83

0.4

1.9

-0.5

0.8



proportion choosing Los Angeles as a destination exceeds that
going to any single destination in Mexico with the exception of

Guadalajara.

(A breakdown of destinations of individual household members

leaving Union de San Antonio and Tlacuitapa during the period
is consistent with these findings, as illustrated in Table 5.)

As concerns whole family units reported by census respondents to have

left the research communities during 1975,

. . . a higher proportion of these families chose a nearby rural
or small-town destination, as compared with individual household
members who migrated during the same period. Also, only a
handful of families migrated to the United States. This is
consistent with our findings from unstructured interviews that
the vast majority of migration to the U.S. from these communities
is of a temporary rather than permanent nature, involving only
one or two members of a given household. When whole families
migrate, the move--regardless of destination--tends to be

permanent. (Cornelius, 1976a)

But demographic and geophysical factors have not been operating

in a vacuum to generate such outcomes in migration and development

patterns. The history, culture, sociology and political economy of

the area have also played significant roles.

The Alteho is the descendant of the first Spanish

conquerors who blazed trails north of Mexico City in search of gold and

silver, of the landowners they laterbecame, of the French and Prussian

settlers and military men who followed under Emperor Maximillian, and

of a scant and scattered Indian population already on the decline

during the first Conquest.

The relative power of the "hombres poderosos" representing the

landed aristocracy has diminished through the fractioning of haciendas

since the Revolution, the expansion of an "agricultural bourgeoisie"

of private small-landowners, and the transfer of political power to a

18



Table 5. Destinations of Individual Migrants Leaving Research
Communities, January 1975-January 1976.

Tlacuitapa

% N

Destination**

Nearby rural communities

Nearby small towns (cabeceras)

Other rural communities or
small towns in Jalisco

Major cities in Mexico
Guadalajara, Jalisco
Mexico City
Leon, Guanajuato
Aguascalientes, Ags.
Monterrey, N.L.
Tijuana, Baja Calif.
Torreon, Coah.
Nuevo Laredo, Tamps.
San Luis Potosi, S.L.P.
Mexicali, Baja Calif.

Other localities in Mexico
(except Jalisco)

Localities in United States
Los Angeles, Calif.
Other California localities
Chicago, Illinois
Other Illinois localities
Dallas, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
Other Texas localities
Localities in other states

1.5

1.5

Union de San Antonio

% N

1

1

6.0

0.9

0.9- 0

4.5
7.6
7.6

1.5

4.5

19.7
21.2

7.6

1.5
1.5
6.1

13.6

3
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

3

13
14
5
0
1
1
4
9

25.6
17.9

8.6
1.7

1.7

0.9

7

1

1

30
21
10
2
0
2
0
0
0
1

8.6 10

7.7
16.2

0.9
2.3

9
19
0
0
0
0
1
3

100.0 66 100.0 117

SOURCE: Author's population census, January
Cornelius, 1976a.

**Among migrants whose destination is known.

1976, as reported in

19
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commercial-industrial elite at the national level. The result, however,

has been a rigid and conservative social structure influenced by a

predominantly defensive Catholic Church, antagonized private landed

interests, and disillusioned, poor farmers awaiting the fulfillment of

revolutionary promises.

In the late 1920s the Church, in concert with rich landowners,

mobilized poor Alteno campesinos into the violent Cristero revolt to

defend her spiritual, political, and economic hegemony in the region.

The federal government quelled the rebellion, but the effects of

generating such political, economic, and social tensions under the

guise of a religious crusade have been as detrimertal to regional

development as the large-scale emigration and demographic destabiliza-

tion which resulted. To date, the Church has continued to maintain a

significant degree of influence over the population, affecting local

social behavior and, more important, the extent of governmental

intervention in the development of the region. In Tlacuitapa, for

example, a speaker system, controlled by the parish priest and mounted

on the facade of the town's only church, is the chief local communica-

tions instrument, used not only to call the people to their daily

masses but to announce public meetings and solicit cooperation for

community-wide projects.

Two years ago, Union de San Antonio and Tlacuitapa, along with

many other communities in the region, were embroiled in a textbooks

controversy in which popular opposition to sex education and the

teaching of evolution theory in the schools led to book burnings and

class boycotts. In Union, the local priest did not attempt to persuade

20



parents to accept the new curriculum in the public school until it was

brought to his attention that absenteeism was more costly than benefi-

cial to the education of the town's children.

The Los Altos region has been characterized by a high degree of

socio-economic inequality, most manifest in terms of land and income

distribution, through time. The large haciendas of the early colonial

days, because of terrain, primitive infrastructure, and location,

developed the region's predominantly dry and dairy farming economy. At

the crossroads of such mining centers as Zacatecas, San Luis Potosi,

Comanja, and Guanajuato, the production of beef and dairy products, and

forage became logical and essential. On the eve of the Mexican

Revolution, and after three centuries of patron-peonage dependency, the

region's economic interests were sharply polarized. Whatever the

extent and permanency of agrarian reform, long-standing economic and

social relationships and prevailing minority control of land and wealth

have created a new regional structure composed of a group of small

private land owners fearful of government encroachment on their proper-

ties and weak in entrepreneurial spirit, a disunited, disillusioned

sector of communal (ejidal) subsistence farmers, a reduced yet still

influential group of hacendados resentful of what has been done to them,

and a rapidly increasing population of low paid, landless laborers

and insecure sharecroppers. This new structure, after more than sixty

years of existence, is still characterized by violence, productive

inefficiency, and social inequality (Demyk, 1972).

The histories of this study's research communities typify this

regional socio-economic and political evolution. Union de San Antonio

21



blossomed at the junction of two royal colonial highways, although its

beginnings date from the merger of two large ranches in the late

seventeenth century. Its first church was erected in 1772, and the

town was formally laid out in 1850, when, according to one estimate,

its population was 2,500. It is about this time that the town was

named and became the seat of its municipio. It has had schools since

the beginning of the present century, and most of its physical infra-

structure--such as electricity and drinking water--is at least fifteen

years old.

The changes which followed the Mexican Revolution led to what

some residents consider an economic crisis. The "tyranical" treatment

accorded to agricultural laborers by the local hacendados before 1910

gave way to open and violent hostility between these two classes. The

force of such hostility has been such that despite the government's

strong advancements in land reform in the 1930s, the town's land

tenure system is to date still dominated by small private holdings,

and those who benefited from land redistribution have been fearful to

invest, lacking confidence in the security of their land. The upheavals

of the agrarian reform period also caused many of the hacendados them-

selves to migrate to larger cities such as Mexico City and Leon, taking

with them substantial investment capital. Today private landowners

living in the community still harbor considerable resentment toward the

ejidatarios (those who received communal holdings under land reforms),

believing them to lack a sense of effort or achievement since the land

was given to them outright.

This resentment has influenced the development of the nearby

22



community of Tlacuitapa, over which Union maintains its politico-

administrative hegemony as seat of the municipio. Although some Indian

ruins predating the Spanish conquest exist atop the hill overlooking

the community, Tlacuitapa was not formally established at its present

site until the beginning of this century when its church was built.

Before then a dispersed settlement of small private landowners and

their laborers existed on the site. Locals say the town's history,

especially beginning in 1910 and through the 1950s has been a bloody

one, marked by the violence of the Mexican Revolution, the Cristero

rebellion, cattle rustling invasions from neighboring towns, and

violent political power struggles between local, older elite families

and government-appointed leaders. One such leader governed for twenty-

three years before being assassinated in 1973. (Some speculate his

death to have been ordered from higher political levels, while others

attribute the act to local, pesonal conflicts of interests.) At the

end of the Cristero rebellion onlyhalf of the community's population

returned.

Much of the land expropriated from Union and neighboring

haciendas under agrarian reform in the 1930s was given to the residents

of Tlacuitapa. Although some small private landowners still live in

the community, and some of these also received ejido land due to the

reform corrupt and unregulated implementation (a few original

ejidatarios have with time accumulated capital to purchase supplemental

hectares, making them qualify as small private land holders), it is

against the majority of Tlacuitapa's ejidal class that Union has

directed its resentment and vengeance. Government funds for community
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infrastructure had to be filtered through municipal authorities in

Union, with the result that electricity was not installed until 1970;

preliminary drilling and pipe laying for drinking water was carried out

only within the past five years.

This retarded development, together with the mounting population

pressures and a scarcity of non-agricultural jobs, have been major

factors behind the heavy out-migration which has been experienced by

Tlacuitapa and other Los Altos communities for more than three decades.

This study now turns from the general profiles of these two

communities to an examination of the specific history of governmental

interventions which have affected them. We shall now examine what

incentives such interventions have created in the research communities.
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Chapter II

RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND THE RESEARCH COMMUNITIES:
A HISTORY

Previous analyses of the out-migration process have focused on

the facilitating or inhibiting effects of income and productivity

differentials and social phenomena such as kinship networks, and on

the role of public policy in deterring out-migration. It is only

recently that researchers in demography, economics, and other disciplines

have begun to consider public policies as possible "instigators" or

"facilitators" of out-migration (Cornelius, 1976a; Laquian and Simmons,-

1975). This study reflects this recent trend, focusing on public

investment and government intervention in Los Altos, and the framework

which has guided such development-oriented action.

On the whole, Mexico's developmental policies, both national

and sectoral, have not been directed at the problem of migration and

population distribution. Policies related to migration have dealt more

with problem solving--such as resettlement housing and infrastructure

development--at the point of destination or the receiving site in

migration, rather than at communities of origin. Most commonly, the
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demographic redistributive policy has been an implicit policy, operating

through the "accidental" or "indirect" effects of economic development

programs, themselves uncoordinated and lacking comprehensive spatial

considerations (Cornelius, 1976a).

These economic development policies have usually exacerbated

rural-urban income differentials and spatial imbalances in private

investment, thus contributing to out-migration. Even the proliferation

of public investment in the form of credit, technical assistance, land

redistribution, and other mechanisms of rural development in this

sector have been shown to be more successful in increasing levels of

productivity than in reducing out-migration (Unikel et al, 1973; Kemper,

1973).

Current and proposed governmental development plans for Los

Altos (Secretaria de la Presidencia, 1974; Gobierno del Estado/Depto.

de Economia, 1974), do not diverge from the more "macro" frameworks of

planning just described. These plans are based on well informed

analyses of the problems confronting the region beyond the perspective

of agricultural productivity. They are even candid about previous

policy shortcomings. For example, in analyzing public investment, the

distribution of funds for the period of 1965-1973 is shown to be divided

into the sectors of transportation and communications (52 percent of

total investment), agricultural development (29.8 percent), social

services such as schools and drinking water systems (12.3 percent), and

industry (5.9 percent). Planners admit that the bulk of funds in the

largest investment sector was devoted to paving the main roads leading

to major cities outside of the region such as Guadalajara, Leon, and
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Aguascalientes. They recommend that in the future investment should

focus on intraregional access roads to avoid reducing the region to the

status of a mere passage zone. (See Map 1 to appreciate how the main

highway connecting Mexico City, Leon, and Guadalajara traverses the

region.)

Elsewhere, these development planners point out that in 1971,

53 percent of municipio expenditures went to cover administrative costs

and only 29 percent to fund public works and development. The conclu-

sion of the planners' report is that there is a "low level of adminis-

trative capability" to satisfy development needs.

The statistics presented in these government reports show that

67.5 percent of the region's economically active population has an

average monthly income of under 500 pesos, or 40 U.S. dollars. Another

22.5 percent earn an average monthly income ranging from 500 to 1,000

pesos, that is, 40 to 80 U.S. dollars. Thus. 88.2 percent of the labor

force has a monthly income of under 80 U.S. dollars. Furthermore, on

the average three people are dependent on each economically active

member of the population--the ratio of dependency is higher in the rural

areas--reducing the average per capita monthly income to 125 pesos, or

10 U.S. dollars (Secretaria de la Presidencia, 1974).

These studies and essays written by public officials (Alvarez,

1958) do cite unemployment as one of the essential motives for out-

migration, along with the lack of economic development, credits, and

technical assistance, the poor quality of soil, and the low level of

agricultural practices in the region. The perspective and development

rationale proposed out of these observations and conclusions, however,
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appear unrelated, contradictory, and almost abstract. For example, an

argument for stronger efforts at collectivizing the small farmer and

ejidatario class pervasive in this region is diluted by perceiving the

individualistic spirit of the Alteoo as an obstacle to development

rather than as asset to encourage more dynamic entrepreneurialism

(Secretaria de la Presidencia, 1974). The role of federal government

investment in Los Altos is seen by the public sector fundamentally as

a means of providing short and medium term stimuli, on the grounds that

primary responsibility for long-term growth rests with the private

sector. Federal investment is clearly geared to problems of economic

productivity, with the burden of confronting out-migration and social

problems explicitly left to be resolved with admittedly limited state

funds. State financing efforts are expected to concentrate on "quality

of life" projects such as health and schools, but not necessarily job-

creation schemes. Investment plans for the period 1975-1977 in the

region set their priorities along the same line of previously critiqued

agendas (Secretaria de la Presidencia, 1974).

The thrust of these plans continues to be: increased investment

in communications and agricultural development (but with the substantial

cooperation of farmers in the cost of utilizing and cultivating new

seeds and animal stock, irrigation and road construction, and related

infrastructure); greater development of tourism by improving and creat-

ing parks and leisure facilities; more sports facilities (on ejidos)

and increased construction of primary schools (no mention of staffing)

as part of social service efforts in the rural sector. Industrialization

is left to private initiative with a promise of public support, even
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if such support is rhetorical (the only sector not itemized in the 1974

federal report). Proposals of this nature convey an image of Los Altos

as a region more like a suburban area close to an affluent industrial

sector, than the impoverished rural region described in this study.

The conclusion to be drawn from the scope and direction of these

public policy formulations is that there is a strong assumption in the

minds of their drafters, that despite previous experience, the complex-

ity and interdependence of social and economic factors on rates of

migration, unemployment, and underemployment, and the real scarcity of

natural and, fiscal resources, all the investments proposed will be

sufficient to create incentives to reduce or halt out-migration. As

this study attempts to show, government interventions, similarly

conceived and directed at two rural communities in the region have

largely failed to achieve this objective. Before assessing the results

of these interventions, we shall review the nature of those public

programs and policies which have affected Union de San Antonio and

Tlacuitapa.

Land Reform

Union de San Antonio was able to survive the most serious

threats of agrarian reform, especially during the 1930s, through

political "arrangements" and the cunning of its private landowners.

The town's present day cacique, or political boss, a descendant of one

of the community's founding families, described how agrarian reform

and redistribution failed to significantly affect Union. As in the

case of his father's land (a ranch totalling 350 hectares), owners
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organized their holdings into smaller parcels and placed them under the

paid management of individuals, so that it appeared that Union de San

Antonio's landowners were a group of many small farmers, rather than

a select number of rich hacendados. Nonetheless, some good quality

land was redistributed, on the outer reaches of the town where the

landless of Tlacuitapa were accomodated. Although the chief agricul-

tural activity of Union centers around cattle raisingand dairy

farming has- been able to continue in spite of livestock disease and

the rising costs of forage, resentment over pasture and productive

farm lands lost to Tlacuitapa is still strong among the wealthier

landowners of the community. Many of those whose lands were affected

by the agrarian reform or who have been economically destroyed by

severe droughts in the late 1950s and during the 1960s, have moved to

urban centers, especially Mexico City. In Mexico City itself, an

association of "hijos ausentes" ("absent sons") meets monthly to discuss

the state of affairs in their community of origin. This association also

has been a major source of funding assistance for local development

projects in Union. Every September 16, almost 500 of the emigres

return for the local fiesta devoted to horsemanship, livestock

exhibitions, rodeos, and community socials.

But with a limited agricultural economy, still controlled by a

relatively few private interests who exploit their workers,. the

increased pressures of population growth have been reflected in a

high rate of out-migration. Tlacuitapa, in contrast, is a community

very much a product of agrarian reform. Slightly over half of its

total 287 household heads are ejidatarios, or holders of government
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land. The petition for the town's right to ejido land was filed

between 1931 and 1933. The original land grant of 2300 hectares was

received between 1936 and 1937. However, this grant met strong

opposition from affected landowners, and political "arrangements"

together with armed violence are credited with the reduction of the

ejidal land to its present size of 900 hectares. After decades of

petitioning only a small ampliacion (expansion) of the ejidal tract has

been granted by the government. Tlactuitapa has 130 ejidatarios with

certified land parcels ranging in size from three to ten hectares.

According to a local informant there are approximately forty others

holding ejidal parcels awaiting certification. In terms of land

redistribution,it might appear that Tlacuitapa has benefited substan-

tially from the ejido program, despite the corruption during its early

years. Closer examination, however, reveals the contrary.

First, the average plot size per ejidatario is approximately

ten hectares, yet a minimum plot size of fifty hectares is usually

considered necessary to introduce mechanization, such as a small tractor,

economically (Cornelius, 1976a). Since ejidatarios as a rule administer

and cultivate their plots as private, independent holdings, rather

than collectively as originally intended under the ejido program, the

nature of cultivation is generally that geared to a subsistence

economy. Although collectivization would not make them affluent,

ejidatarios could increase the productivity of their lands through

cooperative methods of cultivation and resource utilization. Further-

more, only forty-five of the total number of ejidatarios have irrigation

using water pumped privately from a small stream adjoining their lands.
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What has hurt ejidatarios and their families the most, however,

has been the set of institutional constraints governing the agrarian

reform program. Given the difficulty of expanding landholdings, the

size of plots originally given to those eligible residents has not only

been inefficient in lucrative productive terms, but have proved in

many cases to be insufficient to support the subsistence of entire

households. In Tlacuitapa households include an average of six or

more children, wife, occasional assorted brothers, sisters, parents,

and grandparents. At the beginning these parcels might have supported

the original recipient household, but regulations unresponsive to

population growth have made the ejidal system, in economic and

demographic terms, obsolete.

An added constraint of the ejido system is the restriction of

inheritance rights to the family plot to only one son. Beyond the

obvious implications of this constraint given the actual number of

offspring per household, it is estimated that in Tlacuitapa there are

already approximately 400 to 500 sons of ejidatarios with such rights

but no land. The combined effect of these factors has been a sharp

deterioration of the man/land ratio, and the consequent lowering of

living standards for ejidatarios. Often their economic survival has

depended on illegal practices such as renting or selling part or all

of their lands--not allowed under the ejido reform laws--or by migrating

either permanently or seasonally out of their community. Whatever

short-term gains were achieved by agrarian reformers in tying the rural

farmer to the land by giving him a few hectares, the long term result

has been heavy out-migration.
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Public Services and Community Infrastructure

Investment in certain forms of public services and physical

infrastructure in the two research communities has been sporadic and

uneven. For example, it has been noted that a potable water system,

although perhaps not very extensively connected, has been present in

Union de San Antonio for at least fifteen years. In Tlacuitapa a

well was dug in 1972 but a pump and distribution system are still

needed. A limited sewage system still being connected to individual

homes able to cover the costs of installation has been ready since 1975

in Union. In Tlacuitapa such a system has been solicited, but local

funds--up to a third of the cost is initially expected of the residents

--are still to be collected.

Although the quality and performance of personnel is variable,

Union has had a small publicly funded centro de salud (health center)

since 1962, while the facility in Tlacuitapa, built in 1966, has

remained closed. Fortunately, a doctor lives and practices privately

in the community on a fee-for-service basis.

The positive impact of certain public services and investments

on the towns in human welfare terms, must be acknowledged. But as has

been argued above, those improvements which have reduced mortality have

made the pressures of population growth a serious problem for these

communities, encouraging out-migration.

Other forms of public investment have proved either supportive

or irrelevant to the economies of the communities under study. Electri-

city is an example. Electrification, which has been installed in a

limited number of homes in Union since the turn of the century, was
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introduced in Tlacuitapa in 1970. However, given the predominantly

agricultural economy of the community, and the high taxes often levied

on new industry, electric power has served more as a visible symbol of

"progress" and modernization than as a tool of regional or local

development. Residents of Tlacuitapa accuse economic and political

interests in Union of impeding their progress by withholding infra-

structure investments and restricting private initiative through exorbi-

tant taxation. Union has used its energy resources to establish a few

small-scale milk processing plants, although they are controlled by a

few wealthier individuals able to afford the initial, substantial

capital investment costs, and provide employment for only a handful of

men.

Similarly, other policies, such as expansion of educational

facilities and road construction, have had mixed results depending on

local conditions.

Free public education is available in both communities through

the primary school level (academic years one through six). Union has

three primary schools, two being public, and one privately run since

the beginning of the century. Primary school teachers also teach in

a new secondary school (academic years seven through nine) which opened

two years ago and charges a modest tuition fee.

Tlacuitapa has both a primary and secondary school, the former

about sixteen to twenty years old, the latter about eight, as well as

a private church-operated school providing instruction through the

fourth grade.

Personnel problems and funding, however, have impaired their
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performance. Compared to Union, where the most serious problem is an

excessive workload on the teaching staff, Tlacuitapa has often suffered

from an almost total lack of teaching personnel. Teachers assigned to

its school live outside of the community and therefore show up to teach

either rarely or too late.

Rural schools in Mexico are typically staffed by young urban-

born Mexicans who must fulfill their "social service" obligation on

the same principle as the military draft, but with little or no super-

vision, and with a variable sense of commitment. A resident teacher

in Tlacuitapa, however, emphasizes that local interest and enrolment

is low, and that given the poverty of most families living in the

community, even the modest cost of secondary education is a burden

affecting attendance. The total enrolment at the secondary school at

the beginning of the academic year 1975-1976 was nine. Four students

had dropped out by the end of the year. Union's educational problem

is a bit different. There, new teachers with progressive or new ideas

are simply run out of town, according to local residents.

In evaluating the individual and community benefits received

from education, it must be recognized that primary education in Mexico

is essentially basic literacy training, and given the economic oppor-

tunity structure in these communities, the type of education recevied

is of little relevance to local employment* and social mobility. At

*Other than agriculture, the only other employment opportunities
to be found in these communities are odd jobs in carpentry and adobe
making, or in commerce. Commerce, however is a "family affair" in these
communities, where one or two principal families control all the stores,
staff, and hand them down through clan membership. Education, under
such circumstances, does little to prepare a young person for local
employment in these sectors.
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best, it only prepares the educated young to seek better opportunities

outside the town through migration.

In the area of road construction, Union, as seat of the municipio,

has been relatively more connected with other towns than Tlacuitapa,

but both have depended on unpaved dirt and gravel roads which may

become impassable during the rainy season. The eighteen straight days

of rain which fell in the Los Altos region in the summer of 1976,

besides destroying many crops through flooding, left Union virtually

isolated, and washed away bridges crucial to both communities.

Government promoted feeder road construction, which has improved

transportation between the two communities and Lagos de Moreno, one of

the region's largest urban centers, has reduced out-migration only in

the short run, by providing temporary labor-intensive jobs to the local

population. In the long run the feeder roads have facilitated the

search for better medical attention and better economic opportunities

outside of the towns. Likewise, better roads have improved the incomes

of those farmers and dairy men able to produce enough to sell by

increasing their access to markets outside of the communities. But the

effects of this economic flow outside the towns has been devastating

to local commerce, a claim voiced most strongly by the businessmen of

Union.

CONASUPO, a government agency intended to facilitate commercial-

ization of agricultural and animal products, in addition to providing

agricultural price supports, has proven ineffectual due to the lack of

competent personnel, poororganization, and other administrative

problems. CONASUPO facilities have thus far only served as distributors
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of fertilizers and improved seeds, and failing as buyers by being overly

demanding in quality of products purchased. The CONASUPO facility in

Union has been practically inoperative much of the time, its structure

being used for storage of grain and for scant sales of fertilizers and

forage. In Tlacuitapa, opened in 1975, the CONASUPO building--on the

other side of a small river recently cut off from most of the population

by a washed out bridge--has been used mostly to sell fertilizers. A

medical clinic has also begun operating at the site, but its transient

doctor is reported to spend most if not all his time with a sweetheart

in another community.

An important fact which should be stressed in any discussion of

infrastructure investment in these communities is that local residents

are often required to pay at least one third of the costs, especially for

road, electrification, and sewage projects. These costs represent a heavy

burden to the majority of a population barely existing above subsistence.

It is often pointed out by those still living in the research communities

that some of the improvements benefiting the communities have been funded

by contributions from some seasonal migrants permanent migrants. The bulk

of these contributions, however, are invested in social activities such

as annual dances and fiestas, or in beautification projects related to the

town plaza, or main square. The custom in such projects is to install

park benches with the names of the contributing families or individuals.

It is not common to find these donors to be ex-residents now living in

large urban centers in Mexico and the United States. Equally important

to the funding of
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community infrastructure and social service extensions is the fact that

whatever guidelines exist for administering these transactions, they

are largely meaningless since actual results depend almost entirely on

political contacts and the honesty of community leaders. A classic

example is electrification in Union, which, although the seat of a

municipio in the state of Jalisco, depended on the strength of a

school-buddy relationship between one local notable and a politician

in the neighboring state of Guanajuato.

Although this review of public policies and programs affecting

the research communities has shown differentials and irregularity in

terms of their distribution and performance, it is apparent that

certain benefits and programs have "reached" the population of the

rural communities. What effect they have had on the propensity of

local residents to migrate is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter III

EFFECTS OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS ON OUT-MIGRATION:
FINDINGS

This study examines rural development policies as possible

promoters of out-migration. It does this by investigating the extent,

effect, and degree of relevance of the output of such policies at the

individual, target level.

The findings are drawn from interviews with a randomly selected

group of household heads and their eldest sons (see Appendix: Method-

ology) from each community. In Tlacuitapa these numbered 110, or 38

percent of the community's total number of households. In Union de San

Antonio the sample numbered 128, or 24 percent of the total number of

households.

The ages of respondents ranged from 16 to 70, with 49.1 percent

of the Tlacuitapa sample under the age of 40, and 53.1 percent of the

sample in Union.

In Tlacuitapa 84.5 percent of the respondents were married,

10.9 percent were single, 2.7 percent were widowers, and 1.8 percent

were not asked or refused to give their marital status. In Union there
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were no widowers in the sample, with 87.5 percent of the respondents

married, 9.4 percent single, and 3.1 percent not asked or refusing to

give their marital status.

The number of children claimed by the respondents in each

community is reported in Table 6. This breakdown shows 10.4 percent

of the respondents in Tlacuitapa to claim a total of nine children per

household, with some respondents claiming as many as fifteen children

as their own offspring. In Union, 6.4 percent of respondents claimed

twelve children each, and another respondent claimed a total of

eighteen children. These distributions support the negative implica-

tions of exacerbating population pressures in these communities.

The study now turns to the examination of the responses given

by the residents of these two communities to assess the three issues

(extent, effect, and relevance of output) outlined above. These

issues are studied as a framework of three questions.

Extent: Given a particular history of public sector development

strategies aimed at rural communities, what have been the real

or personal benefits actually received by their residents?

A series of questions were asked of the community samples to

assess their land tenure status (whether individual respondents had

benefited under agrarian reform redistribution of land), their occupa-

tional status, satisfaction with such status, and if engaged in farming,

their satisfaction with the soil quality of their holdings, the volume

and earnings from milk sales, if applicable, their costs for irrigation,

thei evaluation of present income, and perception of preferred income,

why, if applicable, they do not participate in the government's
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Table 6. Number of Children Claimed by Respondents in-Research
Community, August 1976.

Tlacuitapa

N2

11,
- 7
9
12
12
5
5
7

10
2
6
3
1
1
1

4

Union

%

11.5
7.3
9.4

12.5
12.5

5.2
5.2
7.3

10.4
2.1
6.3
3.1
1.0
1.0
1.0

N
2

6
10
8
6
6
11
9
8
7
8
8
7
3
1
1

1
9

6 100.0

5.5
9.2
7.3
5.5
5.5

10.1
8.3
7.3
6.4
7.3
7.3
6.4
2.8
0.9
0.9

0.9
8.3

109 100.0

SOURCE: Author's Survey, August 1976.
Ni = Number of children.
N2 = Number of respondents claiming Ni.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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12
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18
0
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marketing program (CONASUPO), their perception of community progress

(its rate and cause), and most importantly, what if any have been their

personally received benefits from governmental rural development

projects since 1970.

A breakdown of the occupational structure of the research

samples reveals differences between the level of "urbanization" of each

community and the range of economic opportunities they offer. Only 40.6

percent of the respondents in Union claimed their main occupation to be

agriculture or dairy farming in contrast to 66.1 percent in Tlacuitapa.

Only 27 percent of the sample in Tlacuitapa was involved in the less

rural occupations of construction, manufacturing and industry, commerce,

private services, or in a titled, non-public sector profession. In

Union, this proportion totalled 52.3 percent (see Table 7). The

proportion of those respondents economically inactive locally in

Union and Tlacuitapa was measured respectively to 5.5 and 4.5 percent.

This finding, however, does not indicate a differential of the unemploy-

ment rate across communities--each sample reported only one respondent

as eligible to work, yet without a job--but rather a proportionally

greater number of respondents aiding in parental or household economies

through work-without-pay. In Union this incidence measures 3.9 percent

and in Tlacuitapa only 2.7 percent. Unemployment in this sample can

also be explained by involvement of respondents in full-time study--

one case in Union; none in Tlacuitapa. One of the respondents in

Tlacuitapa classified himself as a "professional migrant" making his

living by spending approximately nine months of the year in the U.S. and

"vacationing" the rest of the time in the research community where he
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Table 7. Categories of Respondents' Occupations in the Research
Communities, Expressed as a Percentage of the Sample,
August 1976.

Tlacuitapa Union de San Antonio

Construction
(masons, carpenters, etc.)

Manufacture
(bakers, processors of
milk products, adobe
makers, etc.)

Commerce

Private Services
(mechanics, independent
or salaried chauffeurs,
barbers, etc.)

Professionals
(techers, doctors, etc.)

TOTAL

Agriculture

Economically Inactive

TOTAL

SOURCE: Authur's survey, August 1976.
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7.2

4.5

7.0

14.8

2.7

9.9

17.2

13.3

2.7

27.0

66.1

52.3

40.6

5.5

98.4

4.5

97.6



owns a home. There was no similar occupational claim in Union.

A breakdown of occupations in the agriculture and dairy farming

sector suggests important differences in the land tenure systems pre-

vailing in the two communities. Table 8 shows Tlacuitapa to have the

more diversified land tenure system, with a combined population of

small private landowners, ejidatarios, and share-croppers. Union

exhibits a system polarized between private landowners and share-

croppers, both groups being almost equal; in number, indicating

a large economically dependent sector within the agricultural class.

In Tlacuitapa, the proportion of share-croppers is smaller than that

of ejidatarios and private landowners.

The incidence of further mix of tenure among land owning groups,

as has been previously advanced, was also tested. Of the respondents

who claimed to be predominantly private landowners in Tlacuitapa,

three said they also held ejidal plots. Of the community's nineteen

ejidal farmers, five said they owned private land. In Union no private

landowner claimed to own an ejidal parcela.

The most significant finding is the high proportion of landless

agricultural workers--paid in kind or in money, although usually the

latter, at the average rate of $2.50 U.S. per day--still found in the

communities,. even in Tlacuitapa which has most benefited from agrarian

reform and land redistribution. In Tlacuitapa the total of such

workers numbered twenty. In Union the count was twenty-seven.

The typology of land corresponding to each of the three land-

holder categories was also assessed. Non-irrigated crop land or pasture

were almost predominant across the categories in both communities.
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Table 8. Respondent's Occupations in the Agricultural Sector of the

Research Communities, August 1976.

Tlacuitapa

N %

Share-croppers

Ejidatarios

Private Landowners
or dairy farmers

Landless Agricultural
Workers

14 19.4

19 26.4

19 26.4

20 27.7

Union de San Antonio

N %

12 23.0

13 25.0

27 52.0

72 100.0 52 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August

TOTAL

1976.
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Only share-croppers and ejidatarios who are the groups most involved

and dependent on crop cultivation held any greater proportion of

irrigated land over pasture (see Table 9). Those benefiting from

irrigation in Tlacuitapa, it should be stressed, do so because

fortunately their land is adjacent to a local stream, and not because

of connection to any formal irrigation system.

Asked to rate the soil quality of their holdings, over 51

percent of the holder-farmers (share-croppers, ejidatarios, and small

private landowners) in the Tlacuitapa sample said was mediocre, while

26.7 percent rated it as bad, and oly 22.3 percent found it good. In

Union, sample opinion showed the community to be endowed with more

inferior quality of land. There, only 12 percent find it to good, 32

percent as bad, and 56 percent saying it is mediocre.

These findings on the type and quality of land lend support

to the widely recognized need (Secretaria de la Presidencia, 1974;

Gobierno del Estado/Dpto. de Economia, 1974; Alvarez, 1958; Demyk, 1972)

for the expansion of irrigation works in the area.

As pertains to the cost of current irrigation facilities in the

communities, those who enjoyed such services in Union paid nothing,

while in Tlacuitapa, the annual cost in 1976 ranged from 30 pesos,

or $2.40 U.S., to 4,000 pesos, or $320 U.S.

Another example of economic differentials existing between the

research communities can be seen in terms of milk sales. For those

engaged in dairy farming, or fortunate enough to own cows to supplement

their earnings, the volume of milk sold per day in 1976 ranged from two

liters to 200 liters (one respondent only) in Tlacuitapa, compared with
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Table 9. Typology of Land Held by Respondents Engaged in Agriculture

in Tlacuitapa and Union de San Antonio, August 1976.

Tlacuitapa

Share-croppers Ejidatarios Private Farmers

N of respondents
per agri-category
holding land

non-irrigated
farmland

irrigated
farmland

pasture

14

13

5

1

19

19

8

7

Union de San Antonio

Share-croppers Ejidatarios Private Farmers

N of respondents
per agri-category
holding land

non-irrigated
farmland

irrigated
farmland

pasture

12

12

1

1

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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19

11

2

7

11

6

1

7



a daily volume for the same period in Union ranging from 20 to 888

liters. Analyzed more closely, five out of the nine respondents of the

sample in Union who actually engage in this commerce sold more than 100

liters a day. In Tlacuitapa, only two out of twenty-five such entre-

preneurs sold more than 100 liters.

The average price per liter for both communities in 1976 was

2.50 pesos, or 20 U.S. cents.

We should keep in mind that Union is more dairy oriented in its

economy--given its small milk processing plants, better roads, and

history--than Tlacuitapa. However, despite differences in agricultural

traditions across the two communities, Tlacuitapa residents blame the

high costs of cattle raising and poor communications to markets more

"sympathetic" than those of Union for their "underdevelopment" in this

sector. According to residents, the community's milk sales have

increased with the new 1974 road connection to Lagos de Moreno and its

Nestle plants, and because some seasonal migrants to the U.S. have been

able to increase their herds through capital earned outside the local

economy.

Individuals in the sample who sold their agricultural and dairy

produce yet did not do so through the government's marketing agency

(CONASUPO) were asked why. In both communities--in one (Tlacuitapa)

the facility opened only in 1975, and then, simply to sell subsidized

fertilizer, in the other (Union) the facility has been in managerial

limbo for as long as any resident can remember--the most common answer

was that there was no facility nearby. Other popular responses included

the excessive requirements and delays encountered in using CONASUPO
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rather than private marketing channels, the low prices offered by the

agency, its steep "deductions" for crop deficiencies, or the fact that

the respondent simply did not produce enough to meet the marketing

volume profitable to CONASUPO.

When asked to evaluate total family income, of the 106 heads of

households who responded in Tlacuitapa, 55 percent found their income

"insufficient," and 17 percent found it "very insufficient." In Union,

of 144 heads of households responding, 50 percent found their income

"insufficient," and 14 percent said it was "very insufficient." Cross

tabulation of these responses by occupational status reveals few

differences among occupational groups in both communities, the only

exception being the private and public service sector--the former

comprised of individuals employed as auto mechanics or as truck-

drivers--whose members indicated their income to be "more or less

sufficient."

When asked to estimate their preferred or necessary monthly

income, respondents in both communities specified amounts ranging from

1,500 to 2,999 pesos ($120 to $240 U.S.). The most frequent response

was 2,000 to 2,499 pesos ($160 to $200 U.S.). It should be noted

that the average monthly income in both communities is approximately

840 pesos of $67 U.S. This figure is based on the local wage rate of

35 pesos per day--the average salary of agricultural workers in the

region--for a six-day work-week, counting four weeks per month. It

should be further noted that given the eratic climate, soil quality,

the generally poor economy of the region, and the large surplus of labor

in the communities when not relieved by out-migration, both jobs and
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wages are subject to important fluctuations.

To assess level of satisfaction with their present jobs, respon-

dents were asked to choose between four descriptive phrases. In Tlacui-

tapa, 24 percent said their job was a "bad" one; 54 percent said it

was "mediocre," 14 percent called it "good," and two percent (two

respondents) said it was "a very good job." Six percent (eight

respondents) had no opinion or were not asked the question. In Union,

the pattern was similar with 22 percent saying they had a "bad" job, 55

percent calling it "mediocre," 15 percent saying it was "good," and

only two percent claiming it was "very good." Again, six percent of

the sample (nine respondents) had no opinion or were not asked the

question. The pattern was consistent when cross tabulated by occupa-

tional category in both communities.

It is interesting to note that in spite of generally low job

satisfaction across the samples in both communities, and across

occupational categories, when respondents were asked to choose from

among four ideal occupations (ejidatario, industrial worker, small

private landowner, or office worker), the two agricultural categories

were significantly considered. In Tlacuitapa, 21 percent said they

preferred to be ejidatarios, 46 percent preferred to be small private

landowners, 17 percent would prefer to be office workers, and only six

percent said they would prefer to be industrial workers. Five percent

said they preferred to be none of the four categories, and another

five percent (six respondents) had no opinion or were not asked the

question. In Union, the emphasis was shifted slightly toward the

more "urbanized" jobs with 40 percent preferring to be small private
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landowners, 14 percent wishing to be ejidatarios, 11 percent preferring

to be industrial workers, and 23 percent desiring an office job. Six

percent preferred none of these, and another six percent had no opinion

or were not asked.

These findings are interesting for they might be indicative of

a rural or agricultural-minded "internalization" by the respondents

who, although in some cases are well experienced through migration in

considerable financial rewards of job opportunities found outside of

their communities, still cling to the concept of owning and working a

piece of land, even if the harshness and unprofitability of such a life

currently surrounds them. Cross tabulation of occupational preference

by occupational category showed this association to be predominant,

especially for those engaged in agricultural employment, with a shift

of interest from becoming an ejidatario to working in an office-among the

less-rural job sectors in Union. In both communities, however, the

desire to be a small private landowner predominated across most of

the occupational sectors.

In recent years, the Mexican government, especially under the

Echeverria administration, has stepped up development efforts in the

rural sector through a variety of modernization projects which have

been already described. Respondents were asked if they had received

any personal benefit from these projects and other development-oriented

projects. Surprisingly, more respondents in Tlacuitapa said they had,

in spite of municipio indifference to their needs, than respondents in

Union. Of the 108 respondents in the Tlacuitapa sample 16 percent said

they had received some form of personal benefit as compared with only
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two percent (three respondents) out of 127 individuals asked in Union.

When asked to specify exactly what personal benefits they had

received, the responses indicated that the frame of reference for the

respondents covered "all benefits ever received from the government"

rather than the more current public efforts to which the original

question referred. In Tlacuitapa, five out of the seventeen respondents

who had claimed receipt of personal benefit from the government referred

to their ejidal land grant. The last such grants took place in the

1940s under a limited expansion move by agrarian reformists. Four out

of the seventeen respondents attributed their benefit to credits

granted from an official bank, and three referred to the gravel road,

constructed in 1974, for which they themselves provided the labor. The

remaining five respondents each mentioned medical attention, fertilizers,

an irrigation well, agricultural price supports, or "other" as their

benefit.

Of the three Union respondents who claimed to have received

some form of personal benefit from public sector programs, one claimed

electrification, another credits from an official bank, and curiously,

the third attributed his personal benefit to be in the form of an ejidal

land grant. It should be repeated that no respondent engaged in an

agricultural occupation in the Union sample claimed to be an ejidatario

or to hold an ejidal parcela.

This negative sense of personal improvement over time is also

evident at the community level. When asked to rate the development or

progress of their communities, respondents in Union thought it much

slower or non-existent that those residing in Tlacuitapa. Of 105 asked
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to rate their community's progress in Tlacuitapa, 63 percent said it

was "progressing slowly," 17 percent said it was "not progressing," and

only 14 percent said it was "progressing rapidly." Six percent said

it was "getting worse." In Union, however, of 126 respondents, 41

percent said their community was "progressing slowly," 47 percent said

it was "not progressing," and only two percent (two respondents) said

it was "progressing rapidly." Ten percent said it was getting worse.

Those who indicated a positive orientation to the progress of

their community were asked to explain why they perceived such a

development. In Tlacuitapa, the most common reason (28.6 percent)

was given to be a general improvement in the local economy, while

only 23.8 percent attributed such progress to public works such as

the new road built in 1974 (see Table 10). Twenty-one percent said

the community was progressing because of the availability of electri-

city, while another group representing the same proportion of opinion

attributed progress to an increase in population growth. Only one

respondent attributed community progress to the granting of ejidal

land, and another to the -existence of schools.

In Union, community progress was more commonly perceived (29

percent) in terms of population increase, and the subsequent physical

expansion of the town in terms of new construction to accomodate this

growth, 21 percent saw such progress in terms of new infrastructure

such as potable water, sewage, or electricity, while another 13 percent

attributed community improvement to new road construction and other

public works. Three respondents (13 percent) explained community

progress in terms of the development of new local industry in the form
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Table 10. Explanations for Community Progress Given by Respondents of
Union de San Antonio and Tlacuitapa, August 1976.

General Improvement
in the Local Economy

New Public Works
(e.g., roads)

New Physical
Infrastructure and
Services
(e.g., electricity)

Population Growth

Existence of Schools

Distribution of Land

Development of Industry

Improved Agricultural
Productivity

TOTAL

Tlacuitapa

N %

12 28.6

10 23.8

9

9

1

1

Union de

N

San Antonio

3 12.5

3 12.5

21.4

21.4

2.4

2.4

5

7

1

3

2

42 100.0

20.8

29.2

4.2

12.5

8.3

24 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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of small-scale milk processing plants, while another three respondents

saw progress as a general improvement in the economy. One respondent

attributed community progress to the granting of ejidal land--an event

not substantiated by local community leaders--while two other respon-

dents explained it in terms of increased agricultural production.

The relatively diminished perception of the public sector as

responsible for the positive development in these rural communities was

best appreciated in the responses of those who saw their town as

progressing too slowly or not at all. Indeed, some blamed the retarda-

tion of local development as caused by the lack of public assistance or

political "irregularity."

Of the forty respondents in Tlacuitapa who saw little progress

in their community, five percent (two respondents) said this was due

to lack of government assistance or unspecified public works. A

combined group of respondents representing 20 percent of the "negative

progress" opinion, however, said the development of the community was

being checked by the local "rich" and corrupt leadership, or by the

exploitation and the deliberate malice of municipio authorities.

Another ten percent (four respondents) attributed low progress to the

laziness, lack of "improvement orientation," or disunity of the local

population. Only one respondent attributed negative community progress

to lack of social services or physical infrastructure, and three other

respondents blamed it all on the forces of nature and climate.

In Union, although with a larger sample of negatively perceiving

respondents (72) and more varied range of explanations, the pattern

was consistently expressed as a lack of public sector assistance or
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because of injustices or high demands within the system. This can be

appreciated in Table 11.

It is interesting to note that a combined 18 percent blamed the

slow or negative progress of their community on the interests of a

local wealthy "elite" and the dictates of the political structure.

In a community where private enterpreneurism has been more

successful with its investment capital, there was also the opinion that

lack of community cohesion and organization, and excessive taxes were

good explanations for the slow rate of local growth.

But without a doubt, the strongest, most popular excuse given

for the sluggish rate of community progress was unemployment, the lack

and insufficiency of economic opportunities, and low wages. Fifty-five

percent felt this way in Tlacuitapa, almost matched by 47 percent of

similar sentiment in Union.

The thrust of the findings just catalogued leads to the conclu-

sion that in spite of governmental programs and investments affecting

the two research communities, the impact of such public intervention

has had a minimal effect on the personal and collective progress of the

local population. Land reform, or rather, redistribution, has given

some rural residents a sense of material stake in their communities,

and perhaps reinforcd a rural agricultural oriented mentality in the

population, but such a "benefit" has done little to reduce the struc-

tural inequality and inefficiency of a land tenure system which only

exploits the consequences of population growth: labor surplus. There

is also little evidence that the achievements of land reform have had

any success in diminishing economic and political antagonism between
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Table 11. Explanations for Lack of Community Progress Given by

Respondents of Union de San Antonio and Tlacuitapa, August

1976.

Lack of jobs or low wages

Tlacuitapa

N %

22 55.0

Lack of land

Variable climate
(e.g., droughts, frosts,

floods)

Lack of government aid
public works--
unspecified

Lack of public services,
such as electricity,
potable water, etc.

Disunity of the community's
population, laziness, etc.

Excessive taxes

Incompetent local
leadership, or due to
interests of local elite

Oppression by municipio
authorities

TOTAL

3 7.5

2 5.0

1 2.5

4 10.0

4 10.0

4 10.0

S100.0

Union de San Antonio

N %

34 47.2

2 2.8

2 2.8

11 15.3

8 11.1

1 1.4

1 1.4

8 11.1

5 6.9

72 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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the two research communities.

The mediocrity of the land, both publicly redistributed and

privately owned, together with little or no complementary support in

irrigation infrastructure, or in well coordinated and relevant marketing

mechanisms appear to have also failedin the improvement of income and

the occupational satisfaction of these rural residents.

Finally, it should be most important to cost analysts, in both

the political and the developmental spheres, to see that in spite of

considerable public planning and expenditure, the impact of their

efforts on the personal and collective level of the population in these

two communities is rather low. Furthermore, not only is this perception

of minimal real impact or benefit translated into a weak perception of

regional and local progress, it is explained by the lack of economic

alternatives, and by the lack of assistance from the public sector

itself, or the corruption within it.

Effect: Assuming one of the aims of development strategies by the
public sector to be the reduction of out-migration from the
rural sector, what have been the effects of these efforts and
received benefits on the rural resident's propensity to
-migrate?

Individuals in the two research samples were asked if they were

thinking of moving permanently out of their communities. In Tlacuitapa,

11 percent of heads of household in the sample (12 out of 106 respon-

dents) said they were considering permanent out-migration. None of the

four sons of heads of household in the Tlacuitapa sample said they were

considering permanent out-migration. In Union, 14.5 percent of the

heads of household in the sample (16 out of 110) said they were
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considering permanent out-migration, and one other head of household

was not sure whether he intended to out-migrate. Two out of fourteen

sons of heads of households also said they were thinking of permanently

out-migrating.

Asked why they were thinking of out-migrating permanently, 50

percent of the respondents in Tlacuitapa said because of their personal

and household economic situation, stating in general terms that their

income was insufficient to maintain their families, and that they wished

to "search for a better life." Another 25 percent clearly attributed

their possible intention to out-migrate to personal unemployment and

the lack of jobs in the community.

In Union, reasons for considering permanent out-migration were

more differentiated, with 19 percent explaining their intention as

"desire to seek a better life," another 19 percent blaming it on

unemployment both personal and in the community, and 33 percent saying

they wished to seek better wages, or better paid jobs.

Those not intending to move were also asked why. In Tlacuitapa

33 percent said they did not wish to leave their families alone, 16

percent said they did not intend to move because they lacked the

capital, and 25 percent gave other reasons not referring to current

ownership of land or employment.

In Union, 42 percent gave non-economic motives such as the

difficulty of moving too large a family, or the reluctance to abandon

their family, yet 21 percent (four out of nineteen respondents) said

lack of capital to finance such a move held them in the community.

When respondents' intention to out-migrate permanently was
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cross tabulated by occupational status, those who did consider

leaving their communities were predominantly in the agricultural

sector. More significantly, land tenure status seemed to influence

the frequency of such respondents, although not decisively. In

Tlacuitapa, ejidatarios represented 33 percent of those intending to

out-migrate permanently, as compared with landless agricultural workers

who represented 25 percent of those considering such action. Small

private landowners represented 17 percent of those wishing to

permanently leave the community, while no sharecroppers indicated such

intention. In Union, share-croppers represented 22 percent of those

wishing to out-migrate permanently, while landless agricultural laborers

and small private owners, each, represented 17 percent of those

thinking of leaving the community.

When cross tabulated by evaluation of income, those who had rated

their earnings as insufficient held the highest percentage of those

thinking of permanently out-migrating in both communities.

When cross tabluated by perception of personally received

benefit from recent governmental development projects in the rural

sector, of those respondents thinking of permanently out-migrating, it

was those who perceived no personal benefits who had the highest

propensity to leave their communities. In Tlacuitapa they represented

75 percent of those thinking of leaving, and in Union they represented

94 percent.

Because of the high rate of both permanent and seasonal

migration from these communities to the U.S. (see I above), respondents

in both communities were separated into those with U.S. migratory
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experience, and those without.

In Tlacuitapa, those with previous U.S. migratory experience

were asked if they were thinking of going back, and 54 percent (42 out of

78 respondents) said yes. In Union the proportion of those with previous

U.S. experience who said they intended to return was 58 percent (25 out

of 42 respondents).

Those with previous U.S. experience were also asked if they

wished to migrate permanently to the U.S. or whether they wished to go

for seasonal stays. In Tlacuitapa, 20 percent of those asked said they

would migrate permanently, while 70 percent said they preferred to

migrate on a seasonal basis. In Union, 18 percent said they would migrate

to live permanently in the U.S., while 79 percent said they would go for

seasonal periods of work.

Those without previous U.S. migratory experience were asked if

they wished to migrate to the U.S. to work. In Tlacuitapa, 52 percent of

those respondents said they did (15 out of 29 cases), while in Union

only 48 percent said they did (40 out of 84 cases).

Since individuals employed in the agricultural sector demonstrated

the highest propensity to migrate across all occupational categories in

both communities, these respondents were asked to choose one of four

alternative "vehicles" of socio-economic improvement which they thought

would be best for those persons who lacked sufficient land to support

their families. In Tlacuitapa, 49 percent of the sample thought the best

solution to be "petitioning the government for more land," 24 percent

thought migration to the U.S. to work would be the solution, and five

percent said such persons should
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permanently migrate to a city. In Union migration to the U.S. did not

rate as highly in the agricultural class of the sample (10 percent,

or 4 out of 41 respondents), while 46 percent said such persons should

ask the government for additional land, and 37 percent said such

individuals should save their money to purchase more land. Three

respondents saw the solution as permanent migration to the city (see

Table 12).

When these responses were cross tabulated by occupational status

within the agricultural sector, it was the ejidatarios inTlacuitapa,

and the share-croppers and landless agricultural workers in Union who

most favored formal petitioning of the government for more land.

These findings seem to indicate that some degree of confidence

or hope still remains in the minds of the rural farmers in these

communities as to the principles of land reform through redistribution.

It is also indicative of a pervasive sense of dependency on the

government among the rural poor. But although such opinion of resorting

to institutional channels might indicate a valid degree of stability

for the political system, it also suggests the pressures of demand

placed on it and its resources is still considerable.

Respondents were also asked to evaluate the character or

motivations of people who migrate out of their community. In Tlacuitapa

80- percent said migrants were people of great economic need, while

only three percent throught migrants were restless adventurers.

Seventeen percent (18 out of 108 respondents) said there were both

adventurers and very poor people who migrated. In Union, 86 percent

thought those who migrated did so because they could not maintain their
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Table 12. Preference of Alternatives to Socio-economic Improvement

for Persons Lacking Sufficient Lands by Respondents Engaged

in Agriculture in Tlacuitapa and Union de San Antonio,

August 1976.

Petition to Government
for More Land

Save Money to Buy More
Land

Migrate Seasonally to
the U.S.

Move Permanently to a
City

Tlacuitapa

N %

27 49.1

13 23.6

12 21.8

3 5.5

Union de San Antonio

N %

19 46.3

15 36.6

4 9.8

3 7.3

5 100.0 4l 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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families on the local income, while only two percent (three out of 125

respondents) thought those who migrated did so to test their fortune.

Twelve percent thought migrants were composed of both the adventurous

and the needy.

When asked to evaluate the impact of out-migration on the

community, respondents were not quick to say that such depopulation

had been detrimental to the community, although those finding this to

be the case represented a higher proportion of those responding in

Union--the less agriculturally dependent community--than those

responding in Tlacuitapa. In Tlacuitapa, 32 percent of those responding

(33 out of 102 cases) thought migration had hurt the community while

30 percent thought it had been beneficial. Two respondents (two cases)

thought migration had benefited the community in some ways but not in

others, while slightly more than 35 percent thought it had been

neither beneficial nor harmful to the town. In Union, 21 percent

thought migration had benefited the community, while 42 percent thought

it had hurt it. One respondent thought migration had both good and

bad effects on the community, while 36 percent said it had no effect

either way.

These findings suggest that the residents of these communities

prefer seasonal rather than permanent migration as a means of improving

their family income or to combat local unemployment.

The propensity to migrate seems to be checked, however, by the

factors of low capital to finance such moves--in addition to transpor-

tation and living costs to the U.S./Mexican border, the going rate for

coyotes, or the professional migrant smugglers who assist passage and
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employment contacts--and family obligation. Land tenure and occupational

status seemed to be less influencial in a propensity to migrate, although

those faced with economic difficulties due to insufficient size of land

ownership still favor demanding assistance institutionally at home,

rather than by leaving their communities.

The most significant findings, however, are those indicating

propensity to migrate as influenced by perception of personal benefit

from public sector development efforts. (It should be emphasized

again that although the variable treated here is one which has measured

perception of personal benefit received, the respondents were asked,

and understood the question to be what had they -actually received from

government projects, not what they thought they had received.) The

high propensity to migrate as recorded in this study's sample suggest

that the weak or non-existent impact of government interventions in

these communities on the individual level is a most destablizing factor

in terms of "promoting" out-migration.

People's impressions of personal improvement are as important--

and perhaps more so--than the reality of what they have actually

received in terms of "progress"--labelled public benefits. This section

has presented the real perspective of rural residents on their current

economic and social lives. Statistics and government reports detailing

expenditures and extent of implementation of rural development programs

are variables of little value when assessing the propensity of indivi-

duals to migrate. We have seen that both research communities have

variably "benefited" from some rural development efforts, especially in

terms of roads, schools and health services. But at the individual
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level, residents consider such changes of little or insufficient rele-

vance to their welfare, and to their rationale for migrating.

Resource constraints have prevented more detailed analyses of

improvements by individual respondents for this document. It is hoped

that the forthcoming work of my colleagues will probe this question

more closely. For the present, this study, in examining the effects

of planning and public policy assumptions, wishes to emphasize the

significance of the perceptions of the benefactors of such instruments

of development in the analyses of rural growth and demographic change.

Relevance: Given publicly created incentives and benefits currently
aimed at the two research communities, what incentives do
their residents perceive to be necessary to prevent out-
migration?

Both research communities, as already described, have been the

hosts of such publicly created incentives redistributed ejidal land,

social services, physical infrastructure, and, as claimed by some of

its residents, of agricultural credits and price supports. Yet, the

propensity to migrate by those residents in the research samples is

significantly high, as is the proportion of their opinion that community

progress is too slow if at all existent.

Apparently the incentives received by these communities and their

residents have been of little relevance to the problems confronting

them, or have been insensitive to their own perception of progress and

development.

Respondents in the research samples were asked, therefore, to

say which incentives in their opinion were necessary to prevent out-

migration. The majority of their opinion suggests that the priority of
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necessary development efforts is in need of a significant shift away

from a strictly agricultural orientation.

In Tlacuitapa 47 percent (51 out of 108 respondents) said

unspecified additional employment opportunities were needed, while 33

percent (36 out of 108 respondents) particularly stressed the need of

factories and industry to significantly combat unemployment and reduce

out-migration. Only 4.6 percent (five respondents) said distribution

of additional land would be the solution, and another 5.6 percent (six

respondents) said irrigation works would affect the local propensity to

migrate.

In Union, 45 percent (56 out of 125 respondents) mentioned more

unspecified employment opportunities were necessary, while 38 percent

(47 out of 125 respondents) indicated an industry would be most effec-

tive in diminishing. migration.'Only four respondents, representing

3.2 percent of the sample, saw redistribution of land as a solution

to the problem. Seven respondents specifically indicated that an

improvement in local salaries would also affect migration (see Table 13.)

The considerable concern and interest for industry, or additional,

more diversified economic opportunities was also evident when respon-

dents were asked to assess the local socio-economic structure, especially

available to young people in the community.

Asked if in order to progress in life, a young person born in

the community had to leave Tlacuitapa, 70 percent (71 out of 103

respondents) said yes, while the remaining percent said no. In Union,

81 percent said any young person born in the community had to migrate

in order to get ahead in life, while 19 percent disagreed. A possible
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Table 13. Incentives Perceived by Respondents
Preventing Out-Migration.

Tlacuitapa

N %

to be Necessary in

Union de

N

San Antonio

Unspecified Additional
Employment Opportunities

Factories, Industrialization

Increase of Local Salaries

More Land Redistribution

Irrigation Works

Unspecified Public Works
or Government Assistance

More Recreational Facilities
(Cinemas, Fairs, etc.)

"Other"
(paving of roads, or
other specific public
services)

TOTAL

51 47.2

36

2

5

6

2

56 44.8

47

7

4

33.3

1.9

4.6

5.6

1.9

6 5.6

108 100.0

37.6

5.6

3.2

1 0.8

10 8.0

125 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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explanation for a less overwhelming proportion of opinion in Tlacuitapa

saying individuals must migrate to get ahead, as compared with Union,

could be that given its more dynamic mix of agricultural activity land

related occupations are still considered functional means of progressing

in one's life. This pattern held true when the responses were cross

tabulated with occupational status. Of the Tlacuitapa respondents in

agricultural occupations, however, well over 50 percent, except for

sharecroppers, thought migration was necessary to get ahead in life.

The reasons explaining such negative assessment of the local

socio-economic structure were predominantly related to the unemployment,

lack of unspecified economic opportunities, low wages, and to the

insufficient and inadequate level of education locally available, as

can be appreciated in Table 14.

In the light of these responses, it is not surprising to find

that when members of the samples were asked which specific project or

improvement they would demand from the government, as a community, if

given unlimited choice, the answer was predominantly a factory or

industry.

In Tlacuitapa, 32 percent said they would ask the government to

put in a factory, while another nine percent said they would ask simply

that new sources of employment be created in the community. Only 16

percent in this mostly agricultural town with sufficient irrigation for

the lands of all its farmers said they would ask for such water related

projects, and another 12.5 percent said they would ask for paving and

general improvement of their road. Most indicative of the priority

of the community on new job creation through industrialization was the
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finding of only three respondents out of 104, or less than three percent

of such a sample, asking for additional land grants from the government

if given such an opportunity.

In Union the pattern of responses was similar with 36 percent

(47 out of 121 respondents) saying they would ask the government to

bring in new industries, another nine percent asking for unspecified

new sources of employment and 25 percent saying they would ask that

their roads be paved and fixed. Only six respondents said they

would ask the government for irrigation projects, and only four

respondents, or three percent said they would ask for land redistribu-

tion.

If the respondents had to choose from a limited set of three

public works projects or improvements, however, the demands of

immediate local reality and resources shifted the orientation of

the selection rationale of the members of the samples.

In Tlacuitapa, 58 percent (62 out of 107 respondents) said

they would choose an irrigation works or other project geared to

improving agricultural productivity, 37 percent (40 out of 107

respondents) said they would choose an industry in order to bring new

jobs to the community, and only five percent (five respondents) said

they would choose physical infrastructure projects, such as sewage and

potable water systems, or some other form of urbanization for the

community.

In Union, an already more "urbanized" community, opinion was

equally divided between choosing agricultural improvement schemes or

industrialization, each alternative registering 42 percent of the sample
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Table 14. Respondent's Explanations for the Poor Socio-economic
Structure in Their Communities, August 1976.

Unemployment
(unspecified)

Low wages or lack of
better paid jobs

Lack of schools or
higher educational
facilities

Lack of appropriate
jobs for those with
education

Lack of economic
opportunities in the
community, local
poverty, etc.

There are economic
opportunities for
the wealthier; the
poor must migrate

Those who have migrated
have progressed,
improved

It's all a matter of
personal characteristics
(fate, luck, etc.)

Tlacuitapa

N %

23 29.1

9 11.4

14 17.7

2 2.5

19 24.1

2 2.5

1 1.3

9 11.4

Union de San Antonio

N %/

26 28.6

12 13.2

15 16.5

7 7.7

21 23.1

1 1.1

4 4.4

5 5.5

79 100.0 91 100.0

SOURCE: Author's survey, August 1976.
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response. The remaining 16 percent (22 out of 122 respondents) said

they would choose physical infrastructure improvements for their

community.

This later set of findings suggest that for the residents of

these rural communities, factories and other forms of industrialization

are subjects applicable more to hypothetical than to real demand-making.

Although the residents of Tlacuitapa and Union overwhelmingly admit

as a whole that their economic and political development is tied to

local income inequality and insufficient economic opportunities to

absorb the jobless and the underemployed in their populations, their

choice of public assistance when limited is perhaps a strong interpre-

tation of what these rural residents have come to expect their govern-

ment to be really capable of giving them.
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY AND RECOM{ENDAT IONS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDAS

This study has attempted to assess the impact of a particular

set of rural development policies on out-migration in two Mexican

communities. It has done this by examining the performance of such

policies, and their effects on their subject population.

Its findings are but mere first steps for a new field of public

policy analysis and planning which focuses on the demographic conse-

quences of governmental intervention in both rural and urban develop-

ment. Consequently, the main purpose of this work has been to explore

the field, to test new methods of looking at the problem of measuring

policy impacts, and to prompt further questions which need to be asked

for effective planning and action.

Its conclusions and recommendations are geared at this point,

therefore, more to the orientation than to the substance of policy

research, formulation, evaluation, and administration. They are

addressed more to the assumptions of policy-makers than to the intention

of their policies.
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The assumption of rural development policies affecting

Tlacuitapa and Union de San Antonio has apparently argued that land

redistribution and a host of complimentary. programs related to

agricultural productivity are enough to economically develop these

communities and others like them in the region of Los Altos. In

principle, and to some actual extent, the expected has materialized.

But the beneficiaries have been few, the extent of implementation has

been erratic and insufficient, and the programs have failed to

accomodate and adapt to population growth and modern needs.

In spite of public efforts and expenditures, soil quality,

marketing assistance, and irrigation--three basics to improved

agricultural productivity and growth--have remained deficient for more

than three decades. Likewise, the incidence of the landless and the

lowly paid, in a system designed to remain predominantly agricultural,

has increased with time. Income inequality has not been resolved

locally. The solution has been sought outside the region through

migration.

One conclusion of this study, therefore, is that governmental

interventions for development like land reform--the most ambitious and

most extensive in the region--have perhaps created or reinforced an

agricultural mentality but have not created the incentives- necessary

to stop outflows of residents seeking secure employment, better income,

and "a better life." And that, indeed, it is the inability of public

sector actions to directly affect and benefit these rural residents

which has conditioned a greater propensity to out-migrate.

The overwhelming preference to choose major urban and U.S.
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destinations in their migration agendas have shown these residents to

be highly aware and motivated by differentials of income and range of

economic opportunity and personal advancement.

Remaining respect and confidence in institutional channels or

demand-making among the rural poor do not outweigh the costs of

economic development and the political stability of the system in the

long run.

What is needed, therefore, are government interventions which

will be more relevant to residents' needs and to their perception of

that need. The results must be more efficient, and the benefits--both

economic and political--more tangible to promote not only real growth

and progress, but also a more positive perception of it at the local

target level.

One of the most significant political benefits to the system

must be to effectively counteract the perception that local progress

is being retarded by lack of governmental action, interest, or integrity.

This is especially true in the creation of new economic opportunities.

But, to achieve these goals fundamental, structural changes

must take place. On the planning level--that to which this study most

addresses itself-- a reorientation of agendas is required.

The public sector and its planners need to correct their deaf-

ness and their blindness. This study has begun to expose a readiness

and a call for new directions, such as rural industrialization, which

have continually been ignored. Governmental actors need to reQrder

their priorities for development and base them on the reality of

available physical resources, and on the needs, the readiness, and the
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committment of the rural populations they are supposed to reach.

Perceiving local human characteristics such as individualism as an

obstacle to agricultural collectivization schemes denies their

consideration as assets essential for promoting private investment

and less conservative entrepreneurism. Potentials must not be left

untapped.

Part of this restructuring of priorities includes greater

attention and consideration of future demographic consequences in every

form of planning, be it physical or social. The human element, even

if minimally factored in terms of population growth, must be basic to

the planning process.

There are serious political constraints, constraints which must

also be restructured along with economic planning, which as has been

shown in this study pose a serious threat to the success of any

developmental effort. Yet, such restructuring is likely to be out of

planners' hands.

Again, the assumption this study has been that rural development

efforts in Los Altos have had as one of their objectives the halting

of out-migration. In this recommended reordering of political and

economic planning priorities, initial consideration must be given to

the real objectives of public policy, and the sincerity with which it

is pursued. Planners should honestly begin to ask if the people of

Los Altos can or should be kept on the land. (This they should do

before asking "how.") If their evaluation and concensus is yes, then

they should take a more serious look at the means of achieving this

goal.
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Although this study has suggested through historical analysis

and survey research that development aid needs to be directed to those

who need it the most, and not allowed to filter through present

politico-administrative structures laden with corruption and antagonisms,

it is only political conscience and will, together with more perceptive

planning efforts which will begin to redress rural poverty and under-

development.

In closing, the chief recommendation of this study is that

planners and policy-makers must ask, study, and more- sensitively assess

the target communities and regions--their populations and their

settings--which they vow to serve.
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Chapter V

IN SEARCH OF A RURAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK:
EXPERIENCES FROM THE FIELD

The purpose of this final chapter is to compare the findings

and recommendations of this study with those of previous reserach

efforts in the field of rural development, both in Mexico and in other

countries. Through this comparison the chapter seeks to offer a

summary explanation of the philosophy or framework which has guided

the various rural development experiences presented here.

In simple terms this framework appears to be based on three

conditions deemed proper to economic growth: (1) to increase

productivity of the rural sector through (2) centralized decision-

making responsible for (3) the mobilization and allocation of resources

necessary to the development process.

The first remark to be made about this framework is that it

considers rural development as a function of economic growth. Economic

growth is seen in terms of capital accumulation brought about by

integration of the local (rural or regional) productive sector into

the greater (urban or national) market economy. To achieve this
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integration or this accumulation of capital, productivity must be

raised to a profitable level.

The basic dynamics of the'goals implied in this first condition

of the development framework can thus be described as a formula which

argues that increased productivity leads to increased profitability

which leads to capital accumulation--called savings--which in turn lead

to investment and further economic growth.

The elegance, relevance, and effectiveness of this rationale to

rural development hold only if increased productivity is the result of

the involvement of a considerable proportion of the labor force in

the sector; if capital accumulation is similarly distributed across

the population; and if subsequent investment takes place within the

region being developed. Unfortunately these are usually assumed

expectations and not always the actual conditions found in the field.

Another caveat to keep in mind about this development formula is

that it concentrates primarily on economic rather than on more

comprehensive forms of growth which include social, political, and

cultural changes. These.are considered or expected to occur as con-

sequences of economic growth, and in forms undefined. The only human

component this formula takes into account is seen as the "labor force"

--a broad and abstract term--which deals with demographic change as an

implicit means rather than an explicit end in development.

The goals established by the first condition of this development

framework are perceived possible only through a centralized, or at

best, a coordinated decision-making structure, usually external to the

sector being developed. One of the assumptions working on this
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perspective is that the organizational and administrative capacities

found in the target sector are inadequate to meet the demands of the

development process. Given the narrow scope of initial development

goals established by the first condition of this development framework,

it is possible to find in some cases that such structural capabilities

do not exist at the level required to meet growth tasks. It is such

a limited perception at the conceptual and organizational phase of the

development process, however, which restricts a full and adequate

assessment of the human and material resources found inthe target

sectors, and their subsequent mobilization and distribution. This

study has shown that development plans and analyses of Los Altos have

considered conservative and individualistic characteristics of the

population as organizational obstacles to lament rather than as

entrepreneurial assets to cultivate. Again the human element in the

development formula is ignored or misunderstood leading to growth

structures and strategies favoring an external and/or adequate few

from the region, which in turn results in demographic destabilization.

Finally, the mobilization and allocation of resources relevant

to the conditions of the development framework just outlined are

predictably limited.in their range of effect on the transformation and

growth of the sector being developed. Yet it is not only the narrowness

of developmental directions and their tools which hold the dangers of

failure for the process, and the potential for negative demographic

consequences. It is the timing and degree of implementation of such

strategies which significantly affects the success of any development

formula. Uncoordinated introduction of infrastructure and public
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services, such as improved road systems but no marketing mechanisms,

or electricty yet no incentives for industrialization and other

productive uses of energy, are more detrimental than beneficial to

development.

From Framework to Strategies

This framework has been used as the basis of various rural and

regional development strategies, ranging from land redistribution to

industrial decentralization. But, however translated, the framework

has lacked sufficient critical analysis--even as schematic as the one

just given--to serve effectively its own objectives.

It is the argument of this study that the basic flaw of this

framework, and its subsequent manifestations, is the lacking considera-

tion for the demographic effects of development. Whatever thought has

been given or even planned for, in terms of target populations, it has

been subject to the demands of greater economic forces.

Development strategies, like the ones described below, can be

said to plan for demographic consequences in that their objectives

are geared to keep people on the land, be it through outright land

redistribution, capital investment, improved income, or provision of

basic human services. Yet it is not only the simplistic and primary

concept of providing economic opportunity in the rural sector which

has been responsible for the failure of development and population

redistribution efforts, but the complementary irregularity which has

guided implementation, and a poor sense of policy integration.

This study has documented the experiences of two communities
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caught in the philosophies and instruments of public development

programs. The problems of policy formulation, program implementation,

and demographic consequences have been assessed. The reader is now

given the opportunity to read about other examples of public develop-

ment efforts and their similar experiences with the problems of research,

design, and administration.

Investigators who have examined the demographic consequences

of public policy (Laquian and Simmons, 1975; Shaw, 1975) would agree

on the inadequacy of the work done to date. Generally, analyses of

demographic distribution have been concerned with comparisons of

natural population growth rates between rural and urban sectors, but

not in relation to specific political agendas, nor their outcomes.

Impact studies on rural development have shown policies to be

more concerned with improved productivity in the rural sector than

with direct redistribution of wealth and better living standards. This

predominant perspective of the former as a means of achieving the

latter is what is argued (Ruttman, 1974; Freebairn, 1969; Lerner, 1974;

and others) has hindered development of better, more integrated

policies. Impact studies have similarly, for the most part, been con-

cerned with the effects of technological and institutional changes on

productivity (Landman, 1974; Weckstein, 1970) than on social welfare

and/or demographic growth.

The Mexican Experience

Mexican land reform, beyond the fact that it has had a haphazard

history of implementation (Raymond,1971; de Navarette, 1971), suffers
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from structural inequalities. Its ejido system, which makes redistri-

buted land inalienable--that is, it cannot be sold nor rented, but

should be passed down through family inheritance rights--has, under the

increasing pressures of population growth, induced particular migratory

behavior.

In a study of internal seasonal migration in the regions of La

Laguna, Tamaulipas and Michoacan (Restrepo and Cortes, 1969) it was

found that those sons who are future inheritors of the land or ejida-

tarios who have water quota rights do not usually leave the ejido,

and if they do it is to nearby locations and usually to work there

only part of the day. On the other hand, future "non-inheritor' sons

opt for more permanent or longer time-frame seasonal migrations.

It should be noted that land reform--that is, land redistribution

--was not uniform or complete in Mexico. Landowners at the time of

expropriation could choose which land to retain, thus the advantage

of keeping the better land (Dovring, 1970).

The constraints of scarcity of distributable land, the limited

size of existing ejidos,.and the insufficient amount of alternatives

to accomodate those living on ejidos lead to critical states of

underemployment and unemployment. While the ejido system at its

inception made manifest the Reovlution's promise of allowing the

campesino to work his own land, the subsequent structural changes in

land tenure, under the pressures of ill-controlled population growth,

have steadily reduced the percentage of the population active in

agriculture--from 70 percent in 1930 to 54 percent in 1960, to

approximately 40 percent in 1970 (Lerner, 1974).
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Related to the constraints on size of land holdings are the

problems of agricultural credit policies. Since public agricultural

credit institutions such as the Banco Agricola and the Banco Ejidal,

work on limited financial resources, their policies for issuing loans

are designed to offer funds to individuals or enterprises of least

economic risk (Restrepo and Cortes, 1969) and is regionalized by being

directed at the areas served by public water (irrigation) programs

(Freebairn, 1969).

These combined conditions give credit institutions great power

in determining the form of development and choice of crop cultivation

in regions (Raymond, 1971; de Navarette, 1971; Owens and Shaw, 1972;

Barkin, 1970). The guiding "rule of these institutions has been stated

as: "where capital is small, credit is distributed by criteria of

priority" (Warman, 1972). The record of the distribution of credit

to the agricultural sector is poor: El Banco Agricola, founded by

President Calles (1924-28), supports 15 percent of all ejidos, and

10 percent of all ejidatarios (Warman, 1972); El Banco Ejidal, founded

by President Cardenas (1934-40), supports from 10 to 15 percent of all

ejidatarios (Freebairn, 1969; using Banco Ejidal report of 1964); and

the Banco Agropecuario, founded in 1964, offers "four fifths of its

funds to 'guaranteed return' neolatifundists, and one fifth to the

'best' [read: 'least risk'] ejidatarios" (Warman, 1972).

It is easy to see that this limited scope of credit distribution

helps to perpetuate the inadequate nature of Mexican rural development.

To survive under such conditions of limited credit and high

cost of production, many ejidatarios resort to exploitative private
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money lending sources and the illegal renting (arrendamiento) or

selling of their land rights (Raymond, 1971; Barkin, 1970; Restrepo

and Cortes, 1969; Warman, 1972). In the municipios of Zaragoza and

Apatzigan in 1966, 32 percent of ejidatarios worked their own land as

compared with 51 percent in 1958--in less than eight years, 310

ejidatarios stopped being landowning farmers (Restrepo and Cortes, 1969).

In the same region of Michoacan, an Agriculture Department survey

estimated that 65 percent of ejidal land planted in cotton (a capital-

intensive and the dominating crop of the region) in 1965 was being

rented (Barkin, 1970).

Amidst these institutional constraints on credit, size of

landholdings, choice of crop development, and subsistence, corruption

has also been manifest. Caciquismo, and the preservation of bureau-

cratic and neolatifundist interests have closed avenues (linkages) to

social and economic freedom of the campesino sector (Warman, 1972;

Bartra et al., 1975). Land reform in the Yucatan, with its history of

land redistribution, production and marketing decision in the charge

of the Banco Ejidal (de Navarette, 1971) and financial supports

obtained through credit societies of elected, salaried members, has

led one investigator to conclude that it has failed because it has not

provided a substantial change in the structure of the control of

production, it has only made it more complex; the state replacing the

hacendado as beneficiary in agriculture, instead of the campesino

(Raymond, 1971).

The introduction of new production inputs, such as improved

seeds and fertilizer, advanced technology in farming and irrigation
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are credited with displacing the labor force--that is, eliminating

their jobs--and provoking their migration to the cities in search of

employment not provided in the rural sector (Lerner, 1974; World Bank

Group, 1975).

At- this point it should be noted that opinion that Mexican

land reform and rural development is a failure has been contested in the

literature. The argument against the critics of land reform is that

faulty or incomplete censuses have been misinterpreted by them when

comparing production yields, and that land reform has directed more of

the country's resources into labor-intensive growth of agriculture

(by the fact of land redistribution) than capital intensive. Dovring

notes that:

In 1960, landholdings of more than 5 hectares--15.8 percent of

landholdings existing in Mexico--possessed 57 percent of irri-

gated land, 67 percent of the machinery and equipment, and

consumed almost the total of the fertilizer utilized by the

country. They generated 54 of the total national agricultural

product.
The ejidos, representing 52.6 percent of all landholdings

(individually cultivated ejidos) possessed 43 percent of

workable land and 41 percent of that land was irrigated, and

counted on 31 percent of machinery and equipment, consumed less

than 10 percent of fertilizers utilized in the country, and with

this produced 41 percent of total agricultural production.

The minifundists, with landholdings of less than 5 hectares

(31.7 percent of all landholdings) possessed 5 percent of

workable land, 3 percent of irrigation and 3 percent of machinery

and equipment, and consumed practically no improved fertilizer.

They generated 6 percent of the agricultural production.

The problem with counter arguments or statistics such as these

is that they represent an aggregate perspective, dependent on similar

generalization of census figures, not differentiating between specific

policies or factors of production (de Navarette, 1971). The rural poor

remain forgotten in a mass of figures which on close examination do not
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substantially paint such a positive picture of rural progress as their

proponents wish to defend.

Clearer examples of the weaknesses in government policies

affecting rural development can be appreciated in the evaluations of

Lavell (1972) and Austin (1974).

Lavell's study of three national policies for regional

industrialization--(l) the state tax exemption laws for new and

necessary industry, (2) the law of new and necessary industry, (3) the

guarantee and development fund for medium and small industry--

illustrates the lack of coordination in planning strategy and the ad

hoc nature of Mexican development policies.

The state tax exemption laws are granted by all states except

the Federal District (since 1954) and Nuevo Leon (Monterrey), and offer

substantial breaks to new and expanding industries for periods of from

ten to thirty years. Lavell's study of eighty companies in Puebla,

Queretaro, Guadalajara, and Cuernavaca, however, showed that tax

relief was not as important a factor in the location of firms. Other,

more persuasive locational incentives of the Federal District, such

as market sources were more instrumental in the decision process of

companies to settle in already industrializaed sectors. In addition,

the fact that the exemptions are granted by all states, argues Lavell,

makes them mutually exclusive, and thus negating variety of locational

choice to the private sector for development. With such exemption

policies in the hands of all states as a weak yet propagandistic

asset, and no differentiation between size and nature of the company--

and its location within a state--Lavell sees the situation as being
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able to be remedied only from central government initiative and

control, being very skeptical of the concensus of states required to

eliminate the wasteful situation.

With the law of "new and necessary industry," Lavell argues

that the rationale behind the legislation, formulated in 1941--revised

in 1946 and 1955--was to promote national industrial development by

attracting foreign investors and companies through total tax relief

for a specific period of time--five, seven, or ten years. Again, the

greater concern with a "national" progress ignores the consideration

of regional locations for foreign industries, and the result is a large

concentration of investment in the highly industrialized centers of

the Federal District, the State of Mexico immediately around it, and

Nuevo Leon. The convenience of proximity to government bureaus for

the handling of red-tape--a frequent occurence to foreign companies

taking advantage of such a policy--is cited as an influence in the

locational decisions of investors and firms.

Lavell attributes the failure of the guarantee and development

credit law to the low degree of mobility of the industrial entrepre-

neurship willing to risk relocating and expanding, and to the bureau-

cratic and limited awareness of the program's benefits in the rural

sector.

The logical conclusion to be drawn from Lavell's analysis is

that for such industrial development policies to achieve their more

distributive, regional implications by concentrating on improving the

attraction of the rural sector to investment, and discouraging it from

the more appealing, but already congested industrial sections of the
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country (such as Mexico City), greater interstate cooperation and

coordination is needed at the planning and policy-making level.

In evaluating CONASUPO, the Mexican government's agricultural

marketing organization, created in 1965, Austin (1974) finds the targets

and the goals of the program to be defined with sufficient clarity, yet

in need of better coordination and expansion. Austin's recommendations

for improving the organization's regulation of the basic goods market,

and to increase the purchasing power of low income consumers, include

greater financial backing from the government (as has been recommended

in other development program evaluations), and the expansion and

support of personnel training, of "micro-poles" of development programs

to stimulate greater community development, greater competition of

rural consumer credit to counter corrupt and exploitative practices by

private individuals on farmers, and greater distribution and decentrali-

zation of physical facilities to reach a wider range of the rural

sector.

The Cross-Cultural Experience

The recommendations and evaluations of rural development

research and efforts in other nations are not much different.

A study of rural electrification in Costa Rica and Colombia

found no association between use or non-use of electricity and migration

(University of Florida, 1973). In the areas of study, electricity was

supplied by both government-owned systems and village cooperatives. In

the case of government-owned systems, no impact on area development

resulted due to the simple policy goal of merely providing electricity--
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the evaluators stress throughout their report the lack of paved roads

to facilitate electrification distribution efforts. After energy was

obtained by the cooperatives, awareness of cooperative principles

were found to lapse in the community, although it achieved a higher

rate of electricity adoption by the community served (read: "higher

community participation in the process") and lower loss of services

through corruption or theft (the cooperative's watch-dog effect). In

both cases, however, the simple-goal standards of merely supplying

electricity, and such a distribution not being part of an integrated,

wider range community development strategy, produced little if any

impact on area development.

In Colombia, further proof of the fault with non-coordination

or integration of development or modernizing efforts is evident in the

fact that in spite of the availability of electricity, and a rise in

wages for skilled dairy workers (there was a loss of jobs for hand-

milkers after electrification and mechanization of the industry), other

government policies, such as controlled milk prices, and land reform

(unspecified) caused a decline in the volume of active labor in the

dairy industry, which gained in productivity through energization.

The one and "greatest" example of income equalizing effects from

rural electrification found by the researchers was the fact that small

merchants could afford to refrigerate soft drinks and thus compete

with large merchants who previously owned private generators.

A look at the history- of Venezuela's rural "problem-solving"

policies (Schuster, 1971) provides a picture of strategies and of a

conceptualization of rural development efforts not much different
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from those found in Mexico.

Venezuela sees its agricultural and rural development as a

problem affecting two distinct sectors: the commercial farmer, and the

campesino, or subsistence farmer. As a consequence, methods of land

redistribution have tended to protect commercial interests and

productivity, while trying to improve the life of the rural poor, and

incorporate the latter into the commercial-productive stream. Land,

credit, and technical assistance have been provided, but under familiar

conditions. Land redistribution, for example, has been carried out

with differentiation by size and quality of soil and available through

either sale, long-term leasing or free grants, open to both nationals

and foreigners. The government has worked on an "underpopulation

thesis" since the 1930s with regard to its vast, uncultivated land

surplus, going as far as instituting immigration laws and incentive

campaigns during the '40s and '50s to attract Europeans for agricultural

settlement. The limited funding of agricultural credit programs have

forced land reform beneficiaries to low productivity level while aiding

to a greater extent those involved in capital-intensive farming.

But the most important weaknesses of the Venezuelan programs have

been attributed to the lack of trained and experienced personnel to

administer and implement government policies, and to the high degree of

centralization, compartmentalization, and the incoordination of ill-

conceived strategies. One can only observe that the rationale of

public policies directed at the agricultural sector after 1960 has not

differed much from that which guided policies since 1935 (Schuster, 1971).

The slow moving, complex, and inequitable process of petitioning for
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property in land redistribution provoked an increased rate of illegal

land invasions and squatting, especially between 1960 and 1963. In

1966, thirty years after the first land redistribution scheme--the Law

of Tierras Baldias y Ejidos--the country still did not have a cadaster.

Early agricultural credit policies which gave direct and uncon-

trolled cash grants to campesinos resulted in the buying of consumer

products such as refrigerators and radios, rather than investment in

land development and cultivation. The long-term results have been

bankruptcy and debt by a portion of the agricultural sector, with

land ending back in the hands of banks and the government and the

widening gap between a profit-motivated commercial farmer group and a

subsistence level campesino class.

Political shifts in government--with frequent administrative

overhauls--and the security of a national economy dependent on a

booming oil industry have served to both oversimplify the perception of

an agrarian crisis, and to delay the development of consistent compre-

hensive policies. A good example worth noting is the fact that

measures to regulate the policies set forth in the agrarian reform

law of 1960 were approved only seven years after the law was adopted.

Rural-urban migration has continued to increase, influenced

by the oil boom prosperity, turning the national population from 80

percent rural in the mid-1930s to 40 percent rural by 1960. One of the

results of this rural population exodus is a dwindling constituency in

the rural syndicates and decision-making organizations created by

agrarian reform policies (for example, the Federacion Campesina

Venezolana), leading to low effectiveness and poor achievement of
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program goals.

The government has also engaged in short-sighted emergency

strategies--given low degree of commitment--to resolve or confront

the pressures of migration into the cities and urban unemployment. An

example of this has been subsidized temporary resettlement colonies

which have proven ineffective and unsuccessful. In 1936, the govern-

ment created five such colonies, only to stop their funding a year

later. Only one of the colonies survived. Similar strategies were

adopted during the 1950s (Schuster, 1971).

In summary, the poor development performance and increased rural

to urban transformation of Venezuela is attributed by at least one

research to the significant factors of mismanagement, uncoordinated

and weak government commitment, lack of competent policy-makers and

administrators, and the influence of oil industry prosperity.

Evaluations of development programs elsewhere, particularly in

African and Asian countries, have again cited the causes or factors

of failure as inadequate supply of trained manpower on both agricul-

tural and administrative levels, low grade of organization in

strategies, and lack of government concensus or commitment to develop-

ment (Lele, 1975; World Bank Group, 1975; Owens and Shaw, 1972;

Friedman, 1974; Byerlee and Eicher, 1974; Uphoff and Esman, 1974).

Conflicting interests or skepticism between the Treasury and

the Ministry of Agriculture in Kenya, for example, have caused delays

and lack of adequate financial support for the country's Special Rural

Development Program (Lele, 1975).

As in Mexico and Venezuela, an inequitable land distribution
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system based on Western concepts of private capitalism and individual

entrepreneurship, exercised through land registration programs and

schemes favoring the "progressive" farmer, have led to unequal access

to land and credit, resulting in illegal land settling--invasions and

squatting--and the creation of a rural elite. World Bank estimated

figures for 1973 show that approximately 25 percent of all smallholdings

were less than one hectare in size, and about 50 percent were of less

than two hectares, adding up to less than 4 percent of total arable

land. Approximately 16 percent of the rural population is landless

according to these figures.

Another example of the poor outcomes due to government inde-

cision on uniform policy implementation can be seen in a Tunisian land

reform program dependent on World Bank loans (World Bank Group, 1975).

Failure of the Tunisian government to either take state control of all

the land and manage it, or to give that control to the cooperatives

which were to operate on nationalized and distributed land, strained

the administrative process of the reform program. It failed to give

it unified strength and direction, and thus could not deal with

disparities in wage distribution--the purpose of the reform program--

and the rapid, unbalanced adoption of technology and cooperative

principles. As a result the program collapsed, provoking the

small holders to opt for private farming, and inducing those landholders

opposed to takeover of their land through reform to support them.

It should be noted of land reform programs, that while

achieving some improvement in the productivity of the smallholder sector

in most cases--Morocco and Mexico are examples--their impact on the
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problem of rural poverty has been minor (World Bank Group, 1975).

The number of beneficiaries has been low, again, due to inequitable

allocation systems--of land, credit, and other production inputs--and

to the constraints of adequate manpower resources for the administration

of these programs.

In Peru, where land reform has also followed a "discretionary"

course--the agrarian reform law of 1964 exempted "well managed"

productive latifundias in the Sierra from redistribution--management

is in the hands of government employees, and the implementation of the

current five-year plan is behind schedule,'in spite of high priority

support by government. The World Bank assess, however, that the

land reform program alone will not be able to solve the rural unemploy-

ment problem. This is basic to the general argument found in the rural

development literature which says that increased productivity in the

sector alone is not the answer, but that what is needed is non-agri-

cultural job opportunities as alternatives to absorb surplus population.

With reference to Peru, the conclusion is:

Even if optimistic targets for 1975 are met, employment
opportunities in agriculture will increase only from 1.32
million to 1.6 million, while the number of those seeking work
in agriculture will rise from 1.9 million to 2.1. Nearly
800,000 families with insufficient land to provide adequate
subsistence are eligible to benefit through the land reform
program. Even if all land which can be expropriated is

redistributed, about 500,000 families, mostly in the Sierra,
will still lack a minimum subsistence landholding. (World Bank
Group, 1975)

Kenya's Vighia Maize Credit Program is a noteworthy example of

what is also assailed in the literature as the haphazard formulation and

promotion of policies lacking thorough attention to physical
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conditions of sites and to demographic factors (Lele, 1975). The

program, neglecting the fact that there is a substantial migration of

males in the Vighia area due to the availability of non-agricultural

jobs, has emphasized credit availability for maize cultivation. The

problem in this case is that if a program promotes and invests in maize

production as a means of improving income distribution, its success

will be severely affected by the fact that despite an apparent high

density of population in the area, there is actually a shortage rather

than a surplus of labor, due to migration.

Another clear example of the effects of "selective" or strict,

crop oriented credit programs is the Kenya Tea Development Authority,

or the KTDA (Lele, 1975):

Observers of KTDA in Kenya attribute the Authority's administra-
tive effectiveness and productive efficiency to similar strict

discipline and little political interference in management.
By the 1971-72 period, KTDA had reached 66,500 smallholders.

Since KTDA caters to smallholders--their average tea plot is
about 0.4 hectares--it would appear to have been highly

effective in realizing the objective of broad participation
in growth. However, the very discipline imposed on farmers--

for example, KTDA's emphasis on not providing credit for

tea seedlings (so as to include only the motivated farmers and

to foster mobilization of local savings)--seems to have excluded

some of the poorest farmers from growing tea. Often they have

neither the credit nor the financial ability to divert the

best part of their small plot to tea cultivation, or to bear the

gestation lag in returns from tea.

The situation mirrors that of the henequen industry and

production in the Yucatan (Raymond, 1971).

The success of two Malian crop production improvement programs

(for groundnut and dah, a rope fiber), in decreasing the migration of

rural areas has been dependent on increases in producer prices and

the addition of new techniques to enable farmers to finance new
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agricultural implements (Lele, 1975). It should be emphasized that

the success of these programs is related to market forces--prices for

crops-and an assumed smooth andpositive adoption process of new

technology. Both conditions are rarely manifested.

In Ethiopia, where land distribution has not progressed due

to political constraints attributed to the land being in the hands of

large private holders, introduction of new technologies, particularly

mechanization through the use of tractors, has led to the eviction or

refusal to renew the leases of tenant farmers by the large landowners

in their efforts to increase farm sizes and productivity (Lele, 1975).

Although the figures are evasive, the number of such cases is said

to be considerable (Lele, 1975).

The same situation has resulted in India with the introduction

of the Green Revolution (Owens and Shaw, 1972; Marden, 1973), although

mechanisation in Africa should not be overestimated for tractor-hire

schemes have not been financially viable on the whole (Byerlee and

Eicher, 1974).

In India, the hurdles to success in development policies can

be seen in two examples.

An evaluation (Owens and Shaw, 1972) of the1966 draft for India's

Fourth National Plan points out official cautious attitudes inserted

in sections dealing with planning for full-employment. For example,

that labor-intensive techniques should be encouraged if they are as

efficient as capital-intensive ones (Owens, 1968).

In population control, uncoordinated policies have created

loopholes and a dilemma of conflicting social welfare policy costs
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and social-moral benefits. This is illustrated by the action taken

by the government of the state of Maharashtra in depriving families

having more than three children of various fiscal and welfare benefits,

although such a policy conflicts with the general Indian employee

insurance schemes (Cassen, 1968).

Another example of ill-conceived policy-making is the fact

that the Indian tax system gives concessions for the first two

children born, yet the vast majority of the Indian population prone

to large families is outside of the tax bracket able to enjoy such

privileges. It is a catch-22 affair.

In Tanzania (Lele, 1975), villagization (ujamaa) and collectivi-

zation policies have had rough roads to success, and as concern

demographic perspectives, figures show variance and averse reaction to

government efforts. For example, a smallholder tobacco scheme through

collectivization, in addition to its high costs in irrigation and its

increased need for skilled management, showed a 25 percent drop in

farmer project participation between September and December of 1971.

When in March of 1972, provision for private ownership of tobacco crop

was announced by President Nyerere, a large influx of farmers resulted.

An increased migration into the open areas of the Sukumaland cotton

region, in spite of it working under cooperative organization--not

private ownership--has been influenced more by government actions in

eradicating the tsetse fly, providing domestic water points, and the

favorable world market conditions of higher prices for cotton.

In the ujamaa socialist village programs, in spite of positive

planning, decentralization of implementation, and government provision
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of credit and services there has been resistance from the rural sector.

Understandably the reason for this resistance is due to the means by

which the villagization process is carried out, namely, a forced uproot-

ing (migration) and consciousness raising: the villages are formed by

either encouraging existing villages to go "ujamaa" or by moving

people from within a five to ten kilometer range into a central, new

village area. The villagisation program has progressed more rapidly in

Tanzania's least developed, least populated area (Lele, 1975).

As can be seen by the total Tanzanian experience, successful

government policies have had to incorporate traditional methods, and

not force collectivisation. At the same time they have had to depend

on a full national commitment (read: support to the ideas of decentrali-

zation and participatory administration on the local and regional

levels).

These observations of rural development efforts and what can be

concluded from them as suggested requirements for their success brings

one back to the general debate of the literature.

The predominant theme of investigators is a call for reorganiza-

tion and formalization ("institution building") of the rural sector and

of the policy-making mechanism in developing countries (Ruttman, 1974;

Friedman, 1974; Uphoff and Esman, 1974; King, 1974; Donohue, 1974;

Owens and Shaw, 1972). The clearest argument here is that one urging

the mobilization of local resources, whether it be in decision-making

and administration, or in the realm of technical assistance, marketing,

or education (Uphoff and Esman, 1974; Friedman, 1974). In at least two

evaluations, the advocates of small-scale enterprise and development
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come up with similar lists of countries which have been more successful

or better organized in development--China, Egypt, Israel, Japan, Korea,

Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Yugoslavia--and those who have been less successful

or coordinated in their strategies--India, Indonesia, Malasia, Mexico,

Pakistan, Turkey, Colombia (Uphoff and Esman, 1974; Owens and Shaw,

1972). These researchers emphasize controlled decentralization in

organizational structure, linkage systems--both horizontal and vertical

-for alternative inputs and efficiency in implementation, and balanced

allocations of functions per institution (that is, not to concentrate

too much activity and responsibility in one alone, but rather to give

it several to work in coordination). Agreement as to degree of power

allocation in decentralization and the role of politics and leadership,

however, is not clear. One camp (Donohue, 1974; Friedman, 1974) argues

that "local mobilization" is not simply grass roots decentralization

but more an orderly, hierarchical set-up based on regionalism. The

rationale of the argument is that local,small-scale organization in

its early stages is inadequate to effectively exercise its power and

influence, meet its responsibilities, or deliver services efficiently,

as compared to the larger system of which it is part. Others believe

that good performance can be achieved on the locallevel, but that it

is dependent on a complex and sensitive structure of sanctions and

incentives (institutional rewards) to assure a minimum of standards.

This group, however, is similarly unsettled on the role and the degree

of politics in- small-scale organization, for although the settling of

conflicts on the local level is constructive, especially if done

through a combination of legal procedures and community sanctioned
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norms, there is a question as to the dnagers of allowing direct

confrontation and integration of strong conflicting interests in a

cooperative type setting--for example, landowners versus landless

laborers.

The arguments stressing the significance of structural change

in organization and production development strategies, rather than

the injection of simple and unassociated inputs--new technology, credit

schemes, land distribution--is made relevant by the findings which

show that the amount of financial aid or support given to a program is

not the determining factor to the success of policy actions. Taiwan

and Venezuela, where the amount of potential investment per person is

$150 (Owens and Shaw, 1972), are examples, for while the former has

been able to resolve, or at least stabilize its development problems,

the latter clearly has not (Schuster, 1971). In Taiwan, the setting

of standards of performance--that is, work programs, budget plans, and

their implementation--has been entrusted by the government on the

relatively "local" level farmers associations, as compared to the highly

centralized, bureaucratic systems of India and Venezuela (Owens and

Shaw, 1972).

The significance and success of local input into development

strategies is also evident in the public planning efforts of Puerto

Rico (Owens and Shaw, 1972). In 1953, FOMENTO, the island's Economic

Development Administration, emphasized increased manufacturing and

other forms of industrialization--primarily through tax exemption

incentives to foreign investors--without regard to the location of

industries. The result was an unbalanced distribution of new factory
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jobs--60 percent in San Juan--in few urban centers. After concern over

location became an input into the process, by 1967, 28 percent of the

new factory jobs were in San Juan.

There is a concensus in the literature which recognizes that

just as simple technological or financial inputs do not solve develop-

ment problems, that agricultural progress (read: rural development)

does not begin on the farmer's field, but that it begins in towns

"where the institutions and systems are organized to link the farmer

to the national economy" (Owens and Shaw, 1972). This argument is

defended by citing the success of regional planning theory, as practiced

in the United States and Israel, which favors inducing distribution

of population to varying size urban centers as opposed to, for example,

India which concentrated its urban development--"growth pole"

strategies--in a few cities.

Conclusion

The conclusions which can be drawn from this review of rural

development analyses and recommendations are best summarized by the

three observations of Vernon Ruttman's "skeptical perspective" of the

issue:

(1) that rural development activities must be organized

activities and services that have relatively well-defined

technologies or methodologies and objectives.

(2) that rural development program activities must be organized

to utilize the relatively low quality (and unexperienced)

human resource endowments that are available in rural

areas. They must be extensive rather than intensive in

their use of high cost human capital.

(3) that efficient utilization of the political and economic
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resources available to communities requires very substantial

autonomy in both economic and political affairs.

In brief, the recommendations still call for the reordering of

priorities, and a more dynamic assessment of the rural sector which is

to be developed.
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APPENDIX

METHODOLOGY

The author is indebted to Professor Wayne A. Cornelius for giving

him the opportunity to work on an extensive research project on nine

rural communities in Mexico, of which two are examined here. The

following is a general scheme of the research methodology used in

this work. For more detailed explanation the reader is referred to

Cornelius, 1976a.

The research region and communities were selected because of

the heavy out-migration they have experienced since the beginning of

this century, and because of their proximity to several major Mexican

cities (Guadalajara, Leon, Mexico City) which might serve as potential

destinations for migrants leaving rural communities. The region and

the communities have also been the targets of a variety of government

sponsored rural development policies--especially in the period 1940-

1975. Thus the research universe was conceived to be rich in the

"factual" and the "perceived" realities of the proposed study's issue.

A complete population census of the nine research communities

was conducted during the month of January 1976. The census furnished

data necessary for calculation of out-migration rates for the 1970-75

period, as well as information on age and sex distribution (not

obtainable at the local community level from official census records),

resident's places of birth, out-migration patterns during the 1970-75

period, and demographic characteristics of household units.

This special population census also provided information on
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characteristics of individual residents for the selection of a random

sample of 100 heads of family and 25 eldest sons of family heads (age

16 and above).who are still living at home, in each of the nine

communities. The members of this sample were administered extensive

structured interviews during the summer of 1976. (The author has

participated in both field work experiences of January and summer 1976.)

Most questions in the structured interviews elicited information

on the respondent's propensity to migrate, perceived obstacles to

migration, perceptions of economic opportunities and quality of life in

his home community as well as major cities in Mexico and the United

States, personal benefits received from the government policies and

programs, and perceptions of how government policies and programs have

affected his personal life situation as well as the community in

general. A substantial number of open-ended questions were included

in the questionaire, in an attempt to get at the qualitative, psycho-

cultural aspects of life in a small rural community.

These data--on which most of the thesis' analyses are based--

were supplemented with data collected by Professor Cornelius from

January 1975 to December 1976, including unstructured personal inter-

views with community residents, local leaders, state-level government

officials and federal agency representatives, documentation on

history/socio-economic structure of the study region, official census

records and other materials.
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